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The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY~. 1975 VOLUME 3, NUMBER 1 
The opening of West St. 
by Pettlf J. Mulvihill 
At the City Council meeting January 21st, 
WPI Withdrew its petition to close the 
section of West Street running through the 
WPI campus. The road was opened to the 
public last Wedenesday for the first time 
since April 16, 1974 when the City Council 
authorized the first trial closing period. 
Thomas J . Denney, vice-president in 
charge of university relations, said that the 
deCision was reluctantly made because ot 
the numerous unrelated treffice changes in 
the v1cinity of the campus. Major arterial 
reconstruction with resulting detours of 
considerable time periods over quiet side 
streets have inconvenienced local residents 
end merchants beyond reasonable limits of 
patience and WPI sincerely sympathizes with 
them. 
Undoudtedly, some of the recently ex-
pressed opposition to closing West Street, 
continues Mr. Denney, is a reaction to the 
frustration over these detours end the un-
certainty of future traffic changes yet to 
come WPI recognizes that their petition has 
become an obvious target at which to direct 
cnticism and complaint 
WPI does intend to refile the petition in 
about a year. At this time, there ere not 
enough votes on the City Council to support 
the closing of West Street due to the stiff 
opposition that has arisen suddenly In the 
past month. 
The city has intended for some time now 
to reroute Ate. 9 down Highland Street and 
Institute Road, but has put if off several 
times because of the reconstruction work in 
the Lincoln Sq. area. If and when Institute 
Road becomes one way end Rte. 9, West 
Street, between Salisbury Street and In-
Stitute Road, will no longer be minor artery in 
the city for the simple reason that very few 
people would be using Salisbury Street, 
compared to Its present level. WPI had in-
tended to propose closing West Street at the 
same time the city changed the traffic plan 
for Institute Road. However, the City of 
Worcester failed to act on Institute Road, 
favoring to put it off again and again. This 
indecision, inherent in ths City Council, 
threw WPI's liming off and resulted in their 
proposing it at a very bad time. 
Students should now keep in mind that 
West Street is a public way. The entire fresh-
man class is unaccustomed to the 
presence of traffic at all on West Street. One 
of the worthy opposition's main points 
against closing might crumble in their own 
hands - the one about there not being one 
pedestrian accident on West Street in the 
over 100 year history of this school. 
Meal plan maybe taxed 
On behalf of the 2,100 students at WPI and 
their parents and families, Denise Gorski, 
President of the Student.Body wrote to Rep. 
James A. Keefe, Jr., end Senator Frederic 
W. Schlosstein, Jr. urging them to support 
the passage of S. 1384 which deals with 
amending Section 2A of Chapter 648 of the 
General Laws so as to exempt meals fur-
nished to students enrolled in non-profit 
educational institutions under meal contracts 
from a meals tax. 
Tax Commissioner Nicholas Metaxes in a 
drah ruling indicated that a 5 per cent tax 
WOUld be applied to sttJdent board contracts 
after Sept. 1, 1974. Four categories of meals 
WOUld be excluded from this tax. These 
WOUld be meals served in hospitals, chur-
ches, airplanes, and also meals served to 
l*lple over 60 years of age. Efforts to add a 
fifth category exempting college students 
from this tax was unsuccessful and the 
implementation of the tax was postponed 
until September 1975. 
Senator Schlosatein responded in the 
lollowing rna nner: 
Detr Ms. Gorski: 
Thsnl< you for your letter of January 23, 
1975, requesting my support of Senate Bill 
1384. 
My position in the psst hss been in op-
position to sny further e>temption in the 
MB$sachusetts meals tax. At 8 time when th8 
Commonweslth is in despertlte need of 
sddffionsl revenue to b81snce its budget, I 
would find tt difficult to chBnge my poistion 
now. 
While I reslize full well the plight of the 
privste colleges Bnd universltl8s, I feel that 
the constant small erosions of our tax btJsis 
Bre self-detesting. 
It is my hope thllt within the very nHr 
future we will be able to 11bolish the Massa-
chusetts meals ttJx completely lind tax those.. 
meals under our present sales tax which will 
probably be st s 4 per cent fllte when that 
happens. 
Sincerely your, 
Frederic W. Schlosstein, Jr. 
Senator 
FWS.jmh 
After a Hearing on Tuesday, January 28, 
1975 it appeared that Senate Bill 1384 was 
not likely to be approved. 
v ehicle vs. pedestrian once again 
(M ike W agner photo) 
Red Cross -Blood Program 
~ 
Give the gift of l!fe 
byDav~ogt 
The annual Red Cross Blood Drive wnl be 
held this year in Alden Memorial Hall on 
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 11 to 
5 and Wednesday from 3 to 9. Although this 
is a fraternity-sponsored event, for the most 
pan, ell are urged to participate and give this 
gift of life. It seems pathetic that last year 
only about 25 per cent of the total student 
end feculty·administration body could bring 
themselves to give up at most one hour of 
time and a pint of blood for the benefrt not 
only of others but also for themselves, yet 
this was an Increase of over 10 per cent of 
previous years. To help get a better response 
this year, the drive will be four days long, 
including Tuesday night. 
It can be easily seen that with blood 
shortages occurring during various times In 
many places in the world, your blood, can be 
a help to others. But did you know that if you 
give blood, any member of your family can 
receive that amount of blood from the Red 
Cross free!, whereas otherwiae each pint 
would have to be paid for. Members of the 
WPI community have been able to take 
advantage of this benefit many times, 
drawing from the bank of blood from those 
donating at WPI. If you say you must attend 
strenous gym classes of the like, think up 
another excuse because you will be excused 
from gym. !And if you don't want to go to 
gym for aome reason, all you have to do Is 
give blood I I 
As happened last year, there will be a 
contest in our blood drive this year. SAE 
offers one keg of beer to the house having 
the greatest percentage of brothers giving 
blood; to the house having the largest 
number will get a trophy. 
So what do you say we abandon the 
apathy which seems to pervade our society 
and help others as well as ourselves. If you 
need more incentive than self satisfaction, 
that's also available - tietp us reach our goal 
of 1000 pints of blood this year. 
Red Cross blood donor requirements 
A donor must be in good health to donate · 
blood Red Cross trained Registered Nurses 
Will evaluate all donors individually and 
confidentially to determine whether they 
should donate. 
NOURISHMENT. 
Blood donors should eat a regular well 
balanced meal - either breakfest, lunch or 
dinner - within four hours prior to donation. 
Do not attempt to donate with an empty 
stomach. Avoid fatty foods such as butter, 
~eam, ice cream or eggs. 
WEIGHT· 
Both men and women must weigh at least 
110 pounds. 
SLEEP: 
Normal rest the night prior to donation. 
AGE: 
17 years up to 66 years. Those 17 years of 
age must have written pefmiaion of pareot 
or guardian. Those 66 years or over must 
have a statement from their pen10nal 
physician written two weeks of date of 
donation. 
JAUNDICE AND HEPATITIS. 
Anyone who has ever had an attack of 
thess diseases cannot be accepted as a 
donor. 
MALARIA. 
Anyone who has had Malaria may donate 
after three years. Anyone who has taken 
supressive drugs may donate after 
discontinuing drug therapy for three years, 
provided there has been no malarious 
episode. Travelers from malarious areas are 
acceptable six months after return if no 
episodA has occurred. 
CANCER 
Anyone who has had cancer of any kind, 
other than skin cancer, cannot donate. 
Healed skin cancer may be accepted under 
certain circumstances. The head nurse will 
evaluate. 
EPILEPSY 
A donor who has had epilepsy or seizures 
in any form cannot be accepted. 
INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS 
A person must wait at least six months 
after recovery so long as there was no 
Jaundice. 
HEART DISEASE 
Heart dlaease of any kihd is permanent 
deferral. Uncomplir.::;ted Rheumatic Fever 
does not defer the donor. Donora with a 
resultant heart murmur from Rheumatic 
Fever should bring a note from physician 
stating that It is safe to donate. 
CHRONIC SINUSITIS AND HA YFEVER 
Donor is accepted if symptom free on day 
of donation and off medication for 24 hours. 
Seven day waiting period after desen-
sitization shot. 
PREGNANCY 
Donor not accepted during pregnancy or 
for six months thereafter. 
DIABETES 
May donate only if he takes no medication 
- is controlled by diet. 
Continued on Page 4 - DONOR 
Page- 2 WPI Newspeak 
Editorials: 
Again, a new NEWSPEAK 
New year, new problems, and a new NttWspe~k editorial staff. This year's staff may be the 
youngest ever: five juniors, four sophomores, and five freshmen. This leaves us, at present, 
short on staff, short on experience .. and hopefully long on fresh v iewpoints. 
Some of the frustrations and mistakes of the past have caused us to alter our approach 
somewhat, hopefully with some kind of notable effect. This Is not a judgement or put·down of 
our predecessors; In the vary process of setting up our organization over lnterseuion we have 
had some sharp lessons In the responsibllltiee and pitfalls of our positions. The only thing we 
know fOf certain about the coming year Ia that we will make mistakes .•. and probably not very 
original ones. -
One of our first intentions is to drop our role as public relations staff for campus 
Ofganizations and concentrate our efforts on shedding light on campus issues &~nd problems. 
We welcome, req4est, end will continue to print club news; we jutt don't have the ~ to 
cover everyone that wants and deserves the publicity. 
In pursuit of those campus issues and problems we may have to trim the job to a size our 
staff can handle and let a few slip by. Our staff is small at present and our biggest limiting 
factor. So if your own favorite problem gets no attention at first, call it out in a letter and we'll 
make every po11ible effort to follow It up. Our policy for publishing submitted material is shown 
in a separate statement. 
Nothing keeps people on their toes like a good controversy, and we won't duck them. We 
may temporarily lose a few friends from faculty, admif'llatratlon, staff, and students but WPI 
might be a slightly better placa for it. too. We're willing to pay that price. ' 
With the prolific professional services donated by Mr. Russell Kay, Director of Publication 
at WPI, the graphiC! were completely revamped. NewspHk.la greatly Indebted to Mr. Kay for 
the many hours he spent with us. 
Our new appearance is not a snow-job. The inteht Ia to eliminate our characteristic visual 
confusion and improve readability. We hope it will provoke readers toward a closer scrutiny of 
our content; we are working toward content that will stand up to such a scrutiny. 
Finally, and perhaps appropriately, NtiWSpellk once again sends out a call for staff 
members; particularly writers and a new claasification: reporters. If you really can't or don't 
want to write, but would like to work toward a better understanding of this school and what it's 
about, have we got an activity for you. We will not hand anyone with a pet peeve a soap box to 
stand on, but people who will contribute and follow up solid ideas responsibly are welcome and 
may find that they like it here. Watch for our notices or contact any of the editors if you're 
interested in learning about your school. 
Douglas A . Knowles 
Bruce D. Minsky 
Organizations have 
to co-operate 
In the past several years, appeals have 
been made to individual organizations 
through mail a{ld print to make contributions 
to Newspeak by covering their own ac-
tivities. Again this year, we have sent letters 
to organizations on campus, but so far the 
response has been extremely small. 
Newspeak does not have the staff or facilities 
to cover each event by each group or club. 
Each organization Is urged to establish its 
own public relations officer who' s 
responsibility It would be to submit in· 
formation to Newspeek for publication. 
Newspeak is an excellent means by which to 
pulicize coming activities, informational 
items, or the results of club activities. Only 
you know ·the real story, let others know 
about you. News Release forma are available, 
but are not required. We only ask that stories 
be either typed or printed neatly, and that 
words be counted. Doug Knowles, Bruce 
Minsky, or myself are available and willing to 
' work with you if you have any problems or 
questions. The Nevnpe~k office is open 
weekdays from 4 to 5 and on Saturday from 
1 to 3 and Sunday from 1 to 5. 
Many organizations remain isolated from 
the WPI community. Together, we can all do 
a better job. 
Peter J . Mulvihill 
News Editor 
The game room 
Down in the basement of Riley next to the 
Pub there exists one of the most innane 
recreational facilities WPI has ever produced, 
the Game Room. 
Through many discussions with in· 
dividuals about various aspects concerning 
the Game Room. the general concensus of 
those who even cared enough to talk about it 
is that it is detrimental to the WPI com· 
munlty. 
RA's have complained that the Game 
Room has taken students who have spent 
much time on studies before the Game 
Room opened and now that it has opened, 
they spend even less time studying and more 
time plugging quarters into pinball machines 
or playing pool. The objective of the Game 
Room should be the recreation of the WPI 
community after a long day - not the 
disruption of it by distracting students away 
from their work. 
Also It should be noted that there are six 
people who live directly above the Game 
Room who have been there longer than the 
Game Room. The noise of the air hockey 
table or of general pitter·petter goes on until 
midnight every day of the week. It mak~ 
sleeping or studying very difficult, to say the 
least. Complaints about the noise appear to 
have fallen on deaf ears becauile the noise 
has not abated yet. 
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WPI Newspesk ot Worcetlter Polytechnic Institute, formerly The Tech News, has 
been published weekly during the academic year, except during college vacation, 
since 1909. Editorial and business offices are located at the WPI campus In the Quiet 
Room of Rile'f Hall. Printing done by Ware River News, Inc., Ware, Mass. Second 
class postage paid at Worcester, Me. Subscription rate $4.50 per school year, single 
copies 20 cents. Make all checks payable to WPI Newspeak. 
Newsp,eak policy fnr submitted material : 
~This policy Is intended as a guideune. For Newspeak, it will serve as a guide for handl' 
material submitted for publication. For our readers, it is intended to help understand the act' 
of the Newspeak staff with respect to the material we present and how we do it. 
§Editoriels. Editorial opinion will be written and signed w ith a full name by any of t he edit 
and labelled as an editorial. Each editorial will be initialled only by those editors who have r 
and concurred with the point of view presented. Omission of any Individual's approval does 
necessarily indicate disapproval. Dissenting votes or opinions will be publiahed when 
brought forth. 
§St•H Opmion. This will be a new feature In NtJwspellk, at least by name, with a variety 
reasons for its creation. It will help In the effort to separate opinion from reporting, and 
hopefully open a previously untapped source of ideas. 
§All staff opinion articles will be labelled as such and signed by the author. Publication doe. 
require nor neceaaarily Indicate editorial support of the position presented. Any expreAion 
opinion on the article wiH be explicit and sflould not be inferred from visual appearance or 
other sign. 
§Only Newspeak staff members in good standing, aa determined by the edlto,.ln-chief, wiU 
entitled to write under this ~cation. 
§Reader Opinion. Opinions e~ by our readers is sought for and welcome. Material 
be printed anonymously or under a pseudonym at the author's request. but mu~ be subm 
with the author's real name for Ntwn~ek flies and possible confirmation. Confidentially will 
carefully protected In all such cases. 
§All opinion from non-staff sources will be accepted as letters. Material of good quality 
special relevance (viewpoint notwithstanding) may be run as an article by mutual egr 
between Ntiwspe11k and the author. • 
§All material con.-ting of news or other general Information will be treated according to 
relevance, quality, and IIYII~ of space. 
§In short, material submitted to Newspeek should meet the following criteria: 
§1 . Must be accompanied by the author's signature. 
§2. Must Include an ~~ecur.te word-count. This is extremely Important at the make-up stage 
printing the paper. Uncounted material wfl be ratumed unprinted. 
§3. Must be typed or clearly printed. Illegible material is also subject to retum. 
§•4. Must be in the NewspeiJic mailbox (Box 2472) or offk;.e (Quiet Room, Riley 1st), Of in 
hands of the editors-In-chief no later than noon on the Saturday before publication of 
appropriate issue. 
§These guidelines are Intended to help us function more smoothly and ultimately publ 
better newspaper. 
Grade inflation 
'Because of our unusual grading system, 
Worcester Tech has not been afflicted with 
the current " grade inflation" in a manner 
comparable with other colleges. Even so, 
there are some surprising clues as to why 
grade inflation Is occurring that makes a 
glance worthwhile. 
Surveys show an abundance of " A" ' s 
and " B" 's at many institutions of higher 
learning. The frequency of the " 8" ' s causes 
some to believe that the letter grade of B is 
now the average grade as compared to the 
previous letter grade of C. 
Scrutiny indicates that both student and 
faculty are to be blamed for the " upgradlng" _. 
l no humor intended). Teacher evaluations by 
Restrictions on electrical usage have been 
put on residents in Riley because of its 
outdated and Inadequate wiring. The Game 
Room puts an additionally heavy burden on 
an already strained system. The strain Is 
noticable In certain rooms in Riley first where 
the Game Room' s power supply is tied in. 
This unsafe situation should be remedle"d 
immediately. 
The money brought in by the Game Room 
does not by itself justify the presence of the 
Game Room. If the faults of the Game Room 
cannot be corrected or diminished, It should 
be removed. 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
OAK 
BDM 
JMZ 
Act now {for once) 
On page one is an article concerning 
Massachusetts Senate Bill S. 1384, which 
would keep meal plans In non-profit ach~ls 
(i.e., WPII exempt from the M8888Chusetta 
state meal tax. Failure of the bill to pass will 
mean approximately five per cent more 
added to the meal plan. 
S. 1384 is not, at this writing, expected to 
pass, and needs the support of the students 
concerned if the situation is to be changed. 
This bill directly concerns a large number of 
students at WPI, and unless they act they 
can only blame the additional cost on 
themselves. 
WPI students have been called com· 
placent, dull, unimaginative, and other 
similarly appropriate names. This Is a 
relatively easy chance to start falsifying that 
label by doing the unusual and writing to 
your own Massachusetts state senator or 
representative (if you are a resident) and- or 
to Sen. Schi()8Jtein lsee letter In other ar· 
ticlel supporting S. 1384. Out of state 
residents could write Sen. Schlossteln 
impressing on him the over $4,000 they bring 
into Massachusetts each per year, etc. 
The issue may seem small, or even 
unimportant, to you, but it is at the very least 
something for WPI to get psyched about and 
pull itself out of Its apathetic rut. 
Doug Kno-Mes 
BDM 
PJM 
RWW 
JMZ 
the students is undeniably influenced by 
" difficutty" of the courae (i.e. - the 
ficulty in obtaining hi~Jh grades). The usa 
these ratings has proliferated, accelerated 
the student adVocati<l reforms of the 
'60's. While happily such a situation does' 
ex.ist here, fear of insufficient enroll 
because of severe grading has caused 
professors to be less rigorous and rigid. 
some institutions use student evaluatio 
help assess the faculty. This has been 
as a possible reason for inflating gr 
higher grades are issued to effect favo 
responses on the evaluations. 
Professors. are also hesitant a 
jeopardizing a student's chances for ent 
·a professional school, notably law 
medical schools. A quote from a Wall S 
Journal edltorat illustrates this point: " ' 
not going to punish a student because 
taking me when some student at an 
university is getting A's and B's becau 
has a clown for a professor," said 
professor." 
If such tests as the Scholastic Ap 
Test are to be used as criterion for 
telligence, then the intelligence of t 
students as Indicated by average scores 
been declining. While the average score 
the SAT remained constant from 1 
through 1966, it has declined at 
through the last decade. Thus, it is diffic 
attribute the upswing in high grad81 
brighter students. 
Coincident with the leaaening of aca 
standards has been the Influx of ml 
students into many of the nation' s coli 
Some suggest that the poor aca 
performance of many of these mlno 
caused universities to lower 
standards. 
Even more Interesting is the logic 
grade Inflation can in fact produce gr 
academic excellence; the confidence In 
In the students by receiving high gr 
subsequently leads students to improve 
work. Undoubtedly, a degree of confi 
is helpful but evidence indicates 
American college students already h 
high regard for themMtvea. When r 
· chars sampled 94 col'-gee In 1971, 
found that 2S per cent of the atu 
considered themselves ln the top 10 per 
of their class scholastically, 29 per 
considered themselves In the top 10 per 
in leadership ability and fi1 per cent 
themselves to be In the top 10 per cent 
responsibility. 
However each of us views this grade 
flation - unfortunate or needad -
cannot but have a renewed faith In the 
Curse as we might the ambiguous 
tecord, acceptable, acceptable 
distinction" system with its annoying 
of lumping any degree of quality work 
distinction as merely " acceptable", the 
of a system baaed on competence 
than credit accumulation Is more apprec 
as grade inflation increases. 
Russ Warnock 
OAK 
BDM 
PJM 
JMZ 
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etters: 
using conference needs students 
r Sir: 
On Dec. 14th of last year, more than 
000 people marched against the racist 
sive now going on in Boston. On the 
h, 250 students from over 30 colleges and 
states met and decided to call a national 
terence for the weekend of Feb. 14·18 to 
a continued counter-offensive to the 
attacks. 
This conference will be an open con-
ea. All groups and individuals Me in-
to attend and expreaa their opinion as 
oow the raclste can be beaten beck. Only 
a thoroughly democratic debate wiN the 
Black community and it's allies be able to 
choose the best methods for continuing the 
fight for an end to racism. 
The conference has been endorsed by 
student government leaders, trade unionists, 
Black, Asian. Chicano and Native American 
groups, and religious leaden. 
If you wish to attend and-or help build the 
conference, call· Bob Chamberlain 753-9196, 
Daniels 326. Ttiere will be a meeting to plan 
efforts to build for the conference and 
org~nize an ad hoc committee hera at WPI in 
the Wedge on Wed., Feb. 6 at 8:00p.m. 
Signed. 
Bob Chamberlain 
lumni urged to comment on plan 
May I comment on Marshall Kaplan's plicit" becauM teken at it8 t.ce value Mar: 
eating latter In your December 3 paper7 shall's letter would indicate that the PLAN 
h's a pleasure to ..., alumni scanning the idea has al,..ady and will continue to sacrifice 
pus paper and giving up time enough to • ~r. fundamentals. and orderly thinking. 
seriously on campus problems. And I'm Surely, we must fervently hope thia Ia not so. 
• ularly delighted with that letter' s strong If it is so in any alightMt degree we correct it. 
for the Importance of fundamentals In The PLAN is auppoeed to provide for even 
, physical science, and englneMing. more effective pursuit of scientific fun-
profeaeor wouldn't be pleased with damentala and orderly engineering thinking. 
like " the power of acience and the It intends in no way to attract and suffer 
ty of order through discipline of the inferior students end poor academic par· 
7" formance. Its innovations can be sum· 
The letter ia even more useful, in my marized briefly ea 1 ) providing much more 
ion, in its implicit warning that we must project work for the application of basic 
let our academic requirements and ideas and for deepening understanding of 
dards down in any degree. I say " im- them through practice, 2) requiring 
PI bill changer 1 
a: 
There is, at present, no place to gat 
a for bills on the campus, except for 
Burur's office which is not open on 
ends. The Bookstore and the Snack Bar 
not change a dollar bill unless the biH is 
to buy something. This is a nuisance, 
Iaiiy if you want to get a pack of 
rattes or do your laundry on Saturday or 
nday. It seems that the school should look 
getting machines that will give change 
else the Snack Bar should change its 
icy about giving change. Change 
ines would be a great convenience to 
students here, without upsetting the 
Ia I end of the snack ber. We just need a 
for students to get change without 
'ng to walk downtown. Also, the Burur's 
,t~t~~•lice should not be burdened with being the 
place to get change on campue, which 
not the function of that office. 
Thank you, 
development of at least some appreciation of 
the people-oriented uaea of these ideas, 3) 
requiring much greeter 3Cceptance of 
personal responsibility by the student from 
the outset, end 41 examining the student not 
only for courses paaaed, but more im-
portantly for the knowledge he retains and is 
able to apply. 
I feel a great deal of alumnus Kaplan' s 
disgust with the PLAN ea it has been 
described to him Ia not unreasonable and Ia 
caused by the kind of " academic" language 
used in parts of the PLAN Committee' s later 
reports, and particularly by the unfinished 
work and horribly loose structure for lm· 
plementing some of the ideas listed above. 
But the good work that those reportS cover 
should not be damned out of hand for the 
language. I think most PLAN Committee 
memben would agree that their work was in 
no real sense completed and hea required 
and will continue to require much 
development and detail. 
The work now going on all over the 
campus in department committees on 
competency exams, for instance, will go far 
John S. Dingeu. Riley 306 
orm hearing board 
.. to re-establish the clarity of fundamental 
requirements and how they are to be en· 
sured. This in turn should help toward 
whatever admissions problem may exist. My 
own subjective observation on student • 
quality is that our studentl of the past few 
years are just as good as those of the mid· 
sixties. I'm not sure they work as hard. But 
that is a problem we can certainly solve. If 
many of our WPI Community share Mr. 
Kaplan' s feeling that the PLAN promotn 
" equalitarianism" academically, then that is 
surely one point that must be corrected. 
The donnitory hearing board Ia one of 
campus judicial systems. The board 
• s of one member from each dormitory 
ex, Daniets, Sanford Riley, Morgan 
Stoddard, one resident advisor, a 
ding officer. end one representative 
the office of Student Affairs. The 
itory Hearing Board shall have the 
lction of cases involving dormitory 
nts in their own role as host which 
· tly and clearly involve infractions of 
itory rules and regulations. and trans· 
"ons against the rights of dormitory 
· nts The board shall have the power to 
pose fines, issue warnings and 
"Primends. stipulate and require per· 
I hope you editors will be able to print 
many more alumni contributions and 
comments of that nature. The more people 
that help, the higher development we will 
have for the PLAN end the sooner we will 
have it. 
Professor W. H. Roadstrum 
• EE & Management Engineering 
Departments 
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Editorial : 
Reporter's notebook 
C'loug has moved up, Pete has moved in. 
Now that Christmas is over, will Buildings 
and Grounds consider removing that 
chimney !without a flue, no leas) from its 
spot in front of the Alden Hall bulletin board7 
For all the 'damage' you claim we're doing 
to the Riley Quiet Room, just think about the 
Higgins Estate_ 
As Linus of 'Peanuts' fame states, " It 
doesn't matter what you believe, •• long as 
you' re sincere." 
Congratulations to who ever nea.d twefve 
speakers to the beema in the Pub. Riley first 
appreciates the new, improved a .. ult on 
their sanity end everyone likes dangling wire. 
I hope the faculty Ia happy now In Alden's 
Green Roon. We were. 
Peter J. Mulvihill 
OAK BDM 
Pub by-laws adjustment 
Chances are the following notice made a 
brief trip from your mailbox to a nearby trash 
barrel Wednesday: 
Notice 11 hereby given of e Specie/ 
MHting of the MINTrlws of GOAT'S HEAD 
SENIOR MEN'S CLUB, INC. to /HI htlld at 
Ttt. Goet's HNd Pub, Stmford RNy Hell, o" 
Februery 6, 1975 at 11 o 'clock a.m . 
Tlut purposn of thi1 mHring wil IHI to 
t11ke ection on tiHI followi~ m.tten: 
1. To .., if the membtHs wll epprove e 
chenge in the ,.,.,. of the Corporetion from 
"Goet'l HNd S.nior Men's Club, Inc." to 
"Goet's Hud Club, Inc." and to amend the 
Articles of Orgenizetion, AgrHment of 
A$$0cietion and By-uws to ,.fleet Sllid 
change in name. 
2. To sH if the memben wfN epprove en 
•mendment to the Articles or Orgtmlzetion, 
Agreement of Auocietion Jowtrlng tiHI ege 
of membership to eightHn (1BJ YNn of age. 
3. To SH if the members wilepprove en 
amendn,.nt to Section 3 of Article IV of tiHI 
corpo111te By-Lews so that notice of 
mHtings of the members mey IHI given by 
publishing uid notice in THE NFWSPEAK et 
leelt five (6) dllyS befOrtl the mNting end 
eliminating the rtlqui,.ment thet notice be 
mlliled to each member. 
4. To see if the member~ willepprove en 
amendment to Article X of the corpor•t• By· 
Lews eliminating tlut ,.qui,.,.,.,t thet ,,.,.. 
Jr. Prom Country Fair 
The Junior Prom Committee is sponsoring 
a Country Fair this April similar to last year' s 
event. This year the booths will be run by 
individual groups (clubs. fraternities, etc.), 
instead of by the Faculty Wives. 
We are interested in having as many 
different activities as poaalble, and would 
appreciate your thinking about setting up 
and running a booth. 
If you are interested in helping, or would 
like more information. plaae call or write: Jim 
Hall, ATO, 756-5666, P. 0 . Box 947; or Mary 
Polanik, Stoddard B 314, 752-t¥iT7, P. 0 . Box 
1737 or the Junior Prom Committee. 
bet 11 riclcet ~ Mel Wltttw on the~ 
st 1111 time• of OfHirtltion. 
Unleu notice In writing ie recelwld by 
Dean Wiliem F. Trellc et ln. office locer.d in 
Boynton Hel prior to t,. mHtlng ebMince 
from aid meeting wil be dflemed epprovrt/ 
of the ebova propolfld tHMndments by eech 
membtlr. 
Robllrt R. Huntw, Jr. 
Cltlrlc 
For thoM that rtld It, this is not 111 effort 
by the Pub Board to pull • feat one. All of the 
propoeed changes are merely the fonnll 
adjustment. to the by-laws of the cor-
poration to conform with new state laws, the 
new and expanded location, and the alight 
changes in operation cauaad by both. 
It all boils down to the shortest route 
through a lot of red tape, to the benefit of all 
concerned. The method used should by no 
means be construed as an effort to dis-
courage concern or participation in the 
success of our Pub. 
OAK 
Housing forum 
The dormitory committee Is now in the 
process of arriving at a recommendation to 
student affeirs on houeing for next year. In 
order for the dorm committee to do this 
properly, we need Input from the WPI 
community. This Wed., Feb. 6th at 7:00p.m., 
we invite all co-ada to attend a .ami-formal 
debate on houaeng to last one hour in the 
Wedge. 
The committee ia asking for your thoughts 
on: 
1) Putting freshmen end-or upperclaaa co-
eds on half a floor in Daniela. 
21 Having 40 co-eds, two floors of girls in 
Stoddard. 
31 Putting the additional girts from next 
year's eta .. in Riley which would mean that 
20-30 boys would be houaed in Daniela and 
Morgan. 
This is your chance gil1a, we hope to M8 
you all there. 
The Dormitory Committee 
Financial Aid Applications 
Financial Aid is awarded on a yearly basis and must be 
reapplied for annually. 
Applications for all forms of Financial Aid for the academic 
year 1975-1976 will be available in Room 107H. Boynton beginning 
February 14. 1975 and MUST BE RETURNED by March 14. 1975. 
T lormance or forebearance of certain actions 
or behavior, or expel students from the 
cbmltoriea. All decisions are final unless 
lppealed to the campus hearing board. 
Due to a constitutional amendment which 
CIUaed the elections to be postponed until 
December and lack of candidate support in 
!he Dec. elections. the WPI community is 
functiomng without a dormitory Hearing 
Board. Elections will be held in a week, 
though, end this is your chance to get in· 
\\RUSSIA/! 
, VOiv~l All that you have to do Is obtain a 
Pttition ~rom Daniels 430 and have it signed 
by 25 residents of tile dorm you reside ln. 
Petitions must be returned to Daniela 430 or 
Box 2050 by midnight, Feb. 9th. In order to 
be eligible for the election, residents may 
ooly sign one petition. . 
Elections will be held Wed., the 12th In 
Daniels Lounge from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
I'm hoping for many candidates and a good 
'tOter turnout. GOOD LUCKII 
Lance Sunderlin 
Dormitory Committee Chairman 
Six months to one year doing research at the USSR Academy of Sciences. 
Zelinsky Institute of Organic Chemistry, Moscow. 
A GIFTED chemlttry or chemical engineering junior or senior lor super 
aophomore) ia solicited. Room and board, etc .. In the USSR will be paid by 
the USSR Academy of Sciences. Research will probably be In the area of 
absorption and-or catalysis on zeolites and it Is anticipated to be ap-
plicable either toward the WPI MOP or MS thesis. or both, depending on 
time and extent of the project and bipartite agreements. 
Knowledge of Ruulan would be nice. but not necessary. See Prof. AI 
Welu, Chemical EnglnHrlng. for further information. 
OUT OF SIGHTI CRAZYI WOWI GEE WllliCKERSI 
That WPI Plan Does Everything: Or at least tries I 
Blood donor requirements 
DONOR con't from Pg. 1 
SURGERY 
Not accepted as donOf' for six months 
following majOf' &urgery or serious illness. 
Serious accidents require adequate waiting 
period. Any receiving a blood transfusion 
must wait slx months befOfe donating. 
SHOTS 
Immunization shota, Including flu, and 
polio medication - requi,... 24 hours waiting 
period. Dnenltization shot for allergy 
requires one week waiting period. Smallpox 
vaccination (or after scab il off) and yellow 
fever shot - requires two week waiting 
period. Rabies shot requires one year waiting 
period. 
ULCERS 
Coodttions must be evaluated by head 
nurse since many factort are Involved. 
DRUGS 
In order to evaluate the prospective donora 
medical h~ory, the name of any drugs taken 
must be known. Antibiotics taken by mouth 
require a mtnlmum of two weeks welting 
period, except tetracycline for acne which 
requires only 48 hours. Shots of penicillin 
require one month waiting period. 
FREQUENCY OF DONATIONS 
Eight weeks must elapse between 
donations. For the pro1ectlon of the donor, 
no more than five donation• in a 12 month 
period can be made. 
(Scuba divers must wait 12 hours, and 
pilots must wait 72 hours after donation 
befOf'e resuming such activity. 12 hour 
waiting period for those climbing ladders or • 
working in high places.) 
Any questions as to acceptability must be 
evaluated and decision made by head nurae. 
Revised November, 1973 
The Pub's Board and 
its patrons would like to 
thank Diane Dix and all 
concerned for the great 
job they did of 
decorating the Pub for 
Christmas. At last, 
some psyche! 
Faculty dining will resume at 
the new dining room in Morgan 
Hall January 13, 1975, at 11:30 
a.m. 
Lunch will be S1.50 per person. 
Meal tickets for ·five lunches 
may be obtained in the Faculty 
Dining Room or at the Food 
Service Office. MHI tickets wtll 
also be honored in the student 
dining room. 
Don't deduct 
proposed tax rebate 
BOSTON - John E. Foristall, Dietrlct 
Director for MaaaachuMtts, today advlled 
taxpayer~ not to deduct on their 1974 income 
tax returns the tax rebate propoMd by the 
President on January 13, which has vet to be 
enacted by Congr.... Returns should be 
prepared and filed according to the In-
structions that come with the tax forms and 
without regard to any rebate or similar plans 
now being proposed, he said. 
Foristell explained that the plan propoeed 
by the President calli fOf' an automatic rebete 
based on a percentage of the taxpayer'e tax 
liability for 1974. The amount of 1uch a 
rebate can be determined by the IRS only 
after it receives and proc.- the taxpayer' I 
return filed in accOf'dance with the In· 
structions that come with the tax forms. Any 
rebate adjuetment made by a taxpayer will 
only serve to delay proceaing and Issuance 
of the rebate. 
Emphasizing that pouible rebet• bei 
considered have no bearing on any 
refunds already due taxpeyera fOf' 1974 
Foristall aald that penona expecting refu 
have an added incentive to file early. Refu 
can be iNUed to early filers within four Of' flvt 
weeks after a retum Ia received by the IRS 
while it may take up to eight weeks to IWiu.tl~~ 
refunds to those who file cloee to the April1 
deadtine. 
The IRS aaid that eince the propoul under 
consideration may involve the payment of a 
rebate later in the year, taxpayers who move 
from the address shown on their income tax 
retum should promptly file a change of 
address notice with the post office In the 
area from which they move. 
Girls' Basketball Schedule 
February 3 
February 6 
February 13 
Februt~~ry 16 
February20 
February 25 
March 6 
March 10 
6:30 
6:30 
7:30 
7:00 
6:30 
4:30 
7:00 
6:00 
at Becker Junior College 
Leicester Junior College 
Fort Devens 
at Clark University 
Becker Junior College 
at Assumption College 
at Leicester Junior College 
Assumption, ~liege 
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM 
••••••••••••••••• 
The Worcester Area Student Chapter of The Assoclatlott for Com· . 
putlng Machinery 
will present 
PROF. ABE SHILIFERSTEIN 
of the 
University of Connecticut 
speaking on the topic 
IITIFIIIIL IITELLIIEIIE 
Friday, February 7, 1975 
tlggins Canfwlfttll ADom ( H~ 101) 
10:00a.m. 
IFC Corner: 
Delta Sigma Tau 
Now that we're all beck from a long and. 
enjoyable Christmas v&eatlon, it doetn4t 
seem like too many of us are looking forward 
to another 14 weeks of CRANKING. The 
Brothert of Delta Sigma Tau hope that your 
Christmas vacation wa• a moet pleaunt one. 
We alao would like to be the first to welcome 
you all beck to WOOPIE TECH for 1975. 
This past vacation for aome of us here at 
the houM was bNtaf without the eervlc• of 
our cook Bitt. I don't think any of us could 
last much longer on our own cooking. So, 
Bill, we're all glad that you're back with us 
again. 
Right before Christmae, we held our 
annual elections for new officers. Our newly 
elected leader as pretident is Charlet R. 
Lauzon. And Juet a heart· beat away from the 
top spot a• Vice President is Edward J. 
Smith. David Alteri i1 our new Treaturer. 
Stew King is our newly elected Member a1 
Large white Uttle John Kowalnek il the new 
Keeper of the Annals. Our new Social 
Committee Chairman Is Robert J. Howard 
SAVE 
USED TEXTS 
lh price! 
(and trade In your old texts) 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Since the beginning of humanity men heve 
associated themselvel together in tocletlet, 
sodalitlet, or fraternities becauae of their 
inherent needs. In college and unlvertity life, 
the student fresh from home clrdee and 
influenc• Is loet In a new wor1d; he is 
without a home, though abiding In e room 
and with perhaps a mete. In the early part of 
who did a fine job In keeping our refrigeratcn 
stocked this year. John C. Kuklewicz is our 
newly elected Secretary. 
This term is going to be quite different 
with the lou of two Brotherl and the geln of 
another Brother. Bob Andren has left us due 
to hit graduation from W.P.I. a hllf year 
early. We alao will be losing Bob Hart, term 
C. to the Washington Project Center. John 
Yamashita will be joining us again after 
spending T erma A & B in London. 
Well, that'sabout it for this week'e issue of 
D.S.T. News, ao till our next il8ue. t.t's all try 
to be Good, if not Carefutl 
e 
21 Salem Street 
~orcester,~ss.Ot608 
this century, as a protett against the lack 
literary culture and to cater to the 
needs of the student•, there was inaugu 
a system of MCret aocletlea which 
become a series of fretemitiee whole 
beneficence is that they are ~ 
promote the student' I welfare; keep him 
to the work laid out In the curriculum, 
save him in many Instance~ from doing 
acts which might jeopardize his col 
career; the culture whk:h naturally 
from naociating with those older and 
greater experience he receivM; Intel 
training is not neglected; In tlckn .. he 
tenderly cared for; but the greatest good 
all is that given by the fraternal eplrlt wh 
eldets in ell true hornet and an true relig 
and without which a fraternity is not what 
name indicates. "Whatsoever ye would 
men ehouid do to you, do ye even ao 
them." The blnefltl end responlibll' 
extend Into after-college life; the brothers 
the college home, scattered the world o 
are constantly meeting brethren; 
other institution• of learning, they 
branches of . the aame home; returning 
their Alma Mater, the dear old fraternity 
ready with a warm welcome tendered by 
active members. The government Ia vested 
the graduates, and a cloee watch of 
dition1 and affairs I• kept. Available funds 
devoted to the promotion of the comfort 
welfare of those In college. The secrecy t 
ie maintained ia not wrongful, but of bene 
it ie the secrecy that covers the true 
whoM objects all know. but whoM met 
are private and sacred rightl. 
From the Preamble of the C 
stltution of "The Phi Sigma Kappa". 
cepted March 16, 1873. 
I· . 
nsel Adams photos on exhibit at art museum 
A comprehensive showing of one of 
'ca's foremost photographers will be 
ted by the Worcester Art Museum as 
major winter exhibition. 
Anul A~ms Photog111phs will be on view 
the fourth-floor galleriel from January 16 
gh February 23, 1976. Free public 
talks will be given each Wedn8$dey 
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. by Muaeum 
t guides. 
The exhibition is unuaually revealing of an 
's relation to his work since the 72-year-
photographer himself aelected the 160 
on view. They come from hit six 
.... l.k.o~ portfolios and from hitherto un· 
· ed pictures. They Include a group of 
unique prints made with a Polaroid lAnd 
a, which Adams calls " an lmoortant 
new branch on the great tree of 
photography." The artist spent a year 
selecting the exhibition, which waa 
organized by the ~ettopolitan Muset~m of 
Art In New York City and shown therein the 
spring of 1974. 
Many subject• in Ans•l Ad•ms 
Photogn~phs are the majestic scenery of the 
American West. Adams' lifelong Interest In 
conMCVation is a twin theme with hla In· 
volvement of half a century in photographing 
natural objects and scenery, ranging In scale 
from the delicate traoery of ' ' Leaf' 
photographed at Glacier Bay Netionaf 
Monument, Alaska, to the immense, 
gleaming cliff face of "Moon and Half 
Dome" photographed at Yosemite National 
Park, California. 
arcus Thompson recital 
Marcus 1 nompson, much acclaimed 
ng violist, will appear In recital at the 
orcester Art Museum Sunday, February 
, at 3 p.m. The offering is another In the 
um's series of muaical programs for the 
·c at no charge. 
Born in New York in 1946, Thompeon 
n to study violin when he was sbt. 
years later he changed to viola and 
with Walter Trampler at the Julllard 
ool where he was awarded both a 
er's and a Doctor of Music degree. 
In 1968 he gave his New York debut in the 
oung Concert Artists Series at Carnegie 
· I Hall, having won the Young Concert 
• International Auditions. The same 
he won the Hudson Valley Young 
s Competition and appeared as soloist 
the Hudson Valley Philharmonic. He has 
appeared as soloist with numerous 
ras including the National Symphony 
tra at the Kennedy Center in 
ashington, D.C., the Greenwich 
rmonic, The Great Neck Symphony, 
Albany Symphony, end the New York 
hony at Carnegie Hall. 
Thompson has participated in a number of 
Progr11m: 
Sonata in E minor, Georg Philippe 
Telemann; Suite NO. 1 in G Major (unac-
companied}, J.S. Bach; Andante and 
Hungarian Rondo, Carl Marla von Weber; 
Infanta Marina, Vincent Peralchetti; Sonata, 
Opus 120, No. 1, Johannes Brahms. 
The next Museum concert will feature 
Eugenia Zuckerman, flutist, on March 9 at 3 
p.m. 
· als including the Marlboro Music 
I and the Festival of Two Worlds in 
o, Italy. He is currently Professor of 
nitles at the Ma188Chusetts Institute of MMcus ThomPMJn •t 'worce$rer Art 
not Museum. ogy. 
To the viewer, Adams' photographs of 
natura are awe-inspiring in thetr aerene 
grandeur. Yet Ansel Adams 81 an artist hes 
written: 
" Every photograph I make is a 
departure from reality. Peoplt see 
the Teton• and complain to me that 
.. they' re not the same as they are In 
my picturas ... There are no forms In 
Nawre. Nature Is a vest chaotic 
collection of shapes. You es an artist 
create configurations out of chaoa. 
You make a formal statement where 
there was none to begin with. All art 
Ia a combination of an external event 
and an internal event ... " 
In thia statement is an enlightening clue to 
the way In which Adams' artistic life has 
been deepened and enrictied through 
constantly reviaiting and developing the 
themes that Inspired his creative Imagination 
as a youn.9 man and have presented con· 
tinuing challenges through maturity Into later 
years. 
Along with questions of subject matter, 
Adams has been concerned with the for· 
mality, honesty, and depth of the 
photographer' s approach. Stephen B. 
Jareckie, Curator of Photography at the 
Worcester Art Museum, has written: 
" Ansel Adams, an ardent con-
servationist, seeks beauty in the 
American landscape; he projects its 
majesty through his photographic 
images. He has always held a 
positive view of the world, 
photographing what remains un· 
touched by man. For over fifty years 
he has pursued his craft with poetic 
imagination and with stee~dfast 
determination to achieve excellence 
in his work." 
Adams' years of study and mastery of 
technique were published in a series of 
educational books, the result of hfll 
8)(hauative studies of camera, artificial and 
natural light, optics, the properties of films, 
exposure techniques, the chemistry of 
development, and printing methods. He has 
also produced mOI'e than two dozen other 
books, including his portfolios for the Sierra 
Club, and he has given freely of his t ime to 
education through coui'MI and lectures, and 
in preparing exhibitions. 
Adams' portfolioa are: " Parmelian Printa 
of the High Sierrea," 18 photographs 
published in 1927; Portfolio 1: " In Memory of 
Alfred Stieglitz," 12 photographs, 1948; 
Portfolio II: " The Nationll Parka end 
Monuments," 16 photograptw, 1960; Port· 
folio Ill: " Yosemite Valley," 18 photographs, 
1980; Portfolio IV: " What M1jestic Word, In 
Memory of Russell Varian," 16 photogrephs, 
1963; Portfolio v, 10 photographs, 1971; 
Portfolio Vt, 10 photographs, 1974. The 
current exhlbltlon installation Is baaed to 
some extent F' the portfolio groupings. 
Despite his more than 70 yeara, Anael 
Adams stands today aa a preeminent figure 
through his incredible energy, talents and 
dedication, deeply involved In the field of 
photography and the llaues central to it. His 
awards and honors in recent years have 
included a Conservation Service Award from 
the U. S. Department of the Interior, the 
John Muir Conservation Award, a Progrea 
Medal from the Photographic Society of 
America, and election to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
Adams' photographic career was launched 
in the late 1920' s, and for two decades he 
took an active and Influential role In the 
development of photography aa a fine art. He 
worked with Alfred Stieglitz in New York 
City in the 1930's, and he founded Group f-84 
with Edward Weston and others to explore 
the expressive potentials of " pure" 
photography. He helped in the founding of 
the first museum department of photography 
at the Museum of Modem Art In New York In 
1940, and in 1946 he founded a department 
of photography at the California School of 
Ane Arts. In the same year, he received the 
firSt of three Guggenheim Fellowship 
Awards to photograph national parks and 
monuments throughout the United States. 
Museum Hours: Tuesday through 
Saturday 10 a.m. ·5 p.m., Sunday 2-6 p.m. 
Open free to the public at all timet. 
LOOKING 
WITH 
OPPORTUNITY, 
PEOPLE 
FOR 
FORESIGHT 
ADVANCEMENT, 
"~« STARTING SALARY OVER # ·10,000 11 
-FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE WHILE STILL IN COLLEGE .. 
* COURSES ONLY ONE SEMESTER PER YEAR #c 
1l NO CONFLICT WITH OTHER COURSES * 
* NO OB~IGATION UNTIL THE JUNIOR YEAR* 
ENTRY AVAILABLE JAN 28 THRU FEB 10 
FOR ROTC AT WPI .... CALL 752-7209 
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Jack 
Anderson's 
Weekly Special 
by J ack Ander$0n 
with Joe Spear 
WASHINGTON - President Ford's new 
economic package could well be stamped 
" Made in Detroit." 
The auto industry was exempted from 
meeting the new clean-air atandards and It 
will profit the most from the President's tax 
rebate plan. 
The car makers' good fortune Is no sur-
prise to those who know Gerald Ford. A 
native of Michigan, the home of the auto 
industry, he was weaned in the cradle of 
America's car culture. Auto executives 
number among his ~ friends. 
Rodney W . Markley, for example, is the 
chief Washington lobbyist for the Ford 
Motor Co. and is a frequent golfing com-
panion of the President. Markley was on his 
way to the French Riviera when he learned 
that his friend was to be sworn In as the 38th 
President. He rushed back In time for a 
gathering that evening in the Ford home. 
As House minority leader, Gerald Ford 
religiously supported the policies of 
President Richard Nixon. But there was one 
exception. Ford made a rare break with 
Nixon to marshall the votes against opening 
the highway trust fund for mass transit aid -
a move also opposed by the auto industry. 
There is nothing sinister in all tbls. But it Is 
clear that President Ford is sympathetic to 
the views of the auto makers. 
His loyalty will soon be tested again. The 
Big Three, it seems, want the government to 
reduce bumper standards. The car kings say 
that bumpers which will absorb a five-mile-
an-hour impact are too heavy. They want 
bumpers that will take no more than a three-
mile-an-hour crash. 
The motor moguls say they want to save 
gas. But many critics believe the automakers 
want to get what they can while they have a 
friend in the White House. 
Hounding Henry: Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger will have Congress watching over 
hia shoulder for the next two years. 
Idaho's Sen. Frank Church, chairman of 
the new committee to investigate in-
telligence agencies and the number two man 
on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
has told friends privately he's going to start 
doing some muckraking In the State Depart-
ment. Other congressional leaders are also 
preparing to keep a sharper e.-e on foreign 
policy. 
Under Church's prodding, for example, the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee will 
demand to know why they weren't told 
about U.S. reconnaiaaance flights over 
Vietnam. They also intend to review whether 
this is a violation of the restrictions which 
Congress placed last year on U.S. military 
activity in Vietnam. 
On the House side, Foreign Affairs 
chairman Thomas Morgan is planning a 
comprehensive review of military ald. Both 
the Senate and House committees will 
closely examine the Vladivostok agreement 
between President Ford and Soviet party 
leader Leonid Brezhnev. And a full review of 
U.S. polic.y in the Middle East is almost 
certain. 
In the months to come, it looks as If 
Kissinger' s most excruciating diplomacy will 
take place 6n Capitol Hill. 
Closet Hewk: In private conversations, 
President Ford often talks like a hawtt. He 
doesn't think the United States should 
knuckle under to the oil potentates. It wasn' t 
Secretary of State Kissinger, it was the 
President himself, who raised the possibility 
of military intervention to prevent the 
economic strangulation of the West by oil 
powers. 
Solar Heated 
Bath House 
A multifunction solar heater for 
swimming pools which doubles as a 
bath house Is for sale to the highest 
bidder. This 10' xlO'x8' structure will 
heat an In-ground outdoor pool about 
10 degrees F. above ambient. The 
enclosure Is a bath house with 
provisions for oa solar heated outdoor 
shower. The unit ~n be seen in the 
WPJ project center. Bids should be 
made to t'l'of. J.,seph MAncuso, ext. 
467, by MArch 1, 1975. 
WPI New!.Peak TUESDAY, FEBRUARY A, 1975 
Faculty Peil: 
The President is also determined to 
support South Vietnam and South Korea 
against the Communist threat. He has 
complained about a congressional limit on 
military aid to Saigon. This, he protest-:..:, 
would deprive Kissinger of his bargaining 
power to get the Russiana and Chinese to 
hold down their arms shipments to North 
Vietnam. 
Ad hoc managing 
committee proposed 
But Ford has made clear In his private 
conversations that he will never send 
American troops back to Vietnam. The 
whispers of U.S. military action against 
North Vietnam are completely false, the 
President has told friends. He may favor in· 
creased military aid for Saigon, he said, but 
on the question of U.S. military involvement 
there, he Is a dove. 
Prep School: Association ~th the 
Rockefeller family, it appears, is good 
training for secretaries of state. Everyone 
knows, of course, that Henry Kissinger was 
once an adviser to now Vice President 
Nelson Rockefeller. Less well remembered is 
the fact that John Foster Dulles was once 
chairman of the board of the Rockefeller 
Foundation and Dean Rusk was actually the 
foundation's president. 
Devious Spooks: A reporter who was 
invited to lunch at the CIA a couple of years 
ago agreed to having his picture taken with 
the agency's press officer. Now, it turns out, 
the reporter was under CIA surveillance at 
the time and he suspects the photographs 
were taken to help the agency's gumshoes 
identify him. 
Loser's Haven: For five years. American 
Samoa has been governed by a man of 
dubious talent named John Haydon. He Is 
now leaving, but the Interior Department has 
named another loser, defeated Republican 
Rep. Earl Ruth, to replace him. Ruth has 
never been to American Samoa and has 
never, to our knowledge, shown any intereet 
in the colony. His only qualification seems to 
be a World War il friendship with President 
Ford. 
Washington Whirl: South Korea, say our 
sources, will be the next nation to extend full 
diplomatic recognition to the Palestinian 
liberation Organization . • • Book publishers 
are speculating that twin "bombs" of the 
coming months will be former Vice President 
Spiro Apnew's •novel and former President 
Nixon's memoirs. The cynica are saying the 
two manuscripts ought to be published 
under one coVet' and called " Together 
Again". • . An Internal Revenue Service 
employe in the Detroit field office, JOhn 
Moffat, tried to stop the agency from 
blowing half a million dollars on new fur· 
niture. His effort to help the taxpayers cost 
him his job. 
United Feature Syndicate 
A letter. to President H11zz11rd. 
The recent request to complete evaluation 
forms for WPI administrators and the special 
open meeting of the faculty helped cryatallze 
some at my developing thoughts on 
managing a small private college. While we 
at WPI are fortunate to have a better product 
with our Plan, I'm concerned that the old 
• administrative structure has proven to be 
ineffective in tnanaglng this innovative 
product. I am proposing e twofold effort be 
established to develop better means of 
managing a college with an innovative 
product. The choice I propose would be 
either: a) an outside CQnsulting firm with 
broad authority, b) a presidentially appointed 
grouping of faculty aimllar to the Plan 
Committee. This task force would Inform 
WPI on how to be better prepared for r ·· 
downwards sloping future market by better 
management of· the innovative curriculum. 
The present governance committee, and in 
fact all WPI committees, are designed to be 
reactive, not active. The value of a detached 
group can be significant. 
I can envision the value of an ad hoc 
planning committee similar to the original 
WPI Plan Committee. To clarify the need and 
the value of such a committee lor consulting 
firm) and to offer better focus on this idea, 
I'd propose they seek to answer ten 
questions which I've listed below. While 
these questions are only a point of departure, 
the direction of their Inquiry should be 
conceptual rather than procedural. 
l l ls all this evaluation of faculty, students, 
and administration functional or would WPI 
be better managed under another program? 
(Maybe MBOOl 
2) What budget items would suffer If the 
next College budget began with a cost of 1 
living wage increaae to all WPI faculty and 
staff1 To what degree would what have to be 
altered or postponed? 
3) Do faculty meetings and committees 
serve a useful purpose, or could their work 
be carried on in a more efficient manner? 
4) What are the advantagee af eliminating 
faculty ranks? Do they outnumber the 
disadvantages? 
5) Can faculty serve on the President's 
Committee? on the budget committee? or on 
the Board of Trustees? 
Prot .. sor Joseph Mancu 
6) Can a single Dean of Faculty and Vi 
President effec:tively manage an organizat 
with close to twenty people reporting to him 
Is there a neect for a single Dean of Facu 
and a single V ice President? 
7) Does the arrangement of dlvlsl 
of labor by graduate and underpradu 
make sense when the departments are n 
also organized along those linea? 
8) Is the present method of chargl 
tuition and charging for courses optimum 
Courses have less importance under the PI 
yet the administrative structure has 
responded to this change. 
91 What can faculty do to increase raven 
at the Institute - especially to SPist 
admissions, fundralsing, and contlnul 
education? Isn't thiS more crucial to long r 
survival than debating about aaaistant 
associate titles, tenure, and voting rlgh 
10) How can WPI go towards a m 
decentralized organization with leas du 
accumulated by Boynton Hall and 
placed upon the faculty? Isn't thla a 
use of everyone's time? 
As you can see, my thoughts are br 
ranging and still a bit unsettled. But 
wasteful practice of evaluating a 
ministration without the vaguest notion 
their objectives was one of the catalyst 
this note. Moreover, others can contrib 
other questions beyond these initial ten. 
WPI Is to truly survive we need more than 
better mousetrap; we need a better 
organization. Many, if not most, enterpr' 
succeed with second rate mousetraps 
superior management. To be the very 
the elitest of the elite, we would benefit, · 
my .judgement, from a WPI Plan arlen 
study of administration. 
Please don't interpret all this 88 criticism 
where we are or of what we have done, 
so at all. Just as the graduates of non· 
WPI were not all bad, our present efforts 
not judged a disaster. But 88 we m 
towards excellence and as we establish W 
as the very best, the finest undergrad 
school of tlfchnologlcal humanists In 
world, we'd have a better chance with 
better managed orgjanization. The call 
establish so powerfUl enG encom~salng 
task force is offered with an eye to the fu 
needs of the College. 
\Neve Got a Future to Share 
United Engineers has a 
proposal for your future. 
You've worked hard. 
You've put a lot of time and 
money and effort into getting 
a first-class education for 
yourself. 
But a ll that education 
isn't 
worth its 
salt unless 
you find 
a good 
job now. 
Right? 
____ ,., 
So think a~out '----=~:;:.:::::=-.:;;;;;:;po:::::!.. this: United 
Engineers & Constructors 
is the company where you 
can put a ll that technical 
knowledge to practical use in 
the best possible way. To 
create the kind of life you 
want. Right now and in the 
years ahead. 
We're a big, professional,. 
growing company. A leader 
in the field. With lots of 
exciting proJects. lots of 
plans, lots of room for men 
and women, lots of room to 
move ahead. 
Our salaries aren't just 
competitive. They're better. 
And we don't have just 
one area of activity. We've 
got three: Power (nuclear 
and fossil fueled), Industrial 
(steel mills and heavy 
facilities) , Chemical (process 
plants}. 
We'll be on campus 
Feb. 6, 1975 
Come see us for an intel'View 
Offlces: Philadelphia, New Jersey, 
Boston 
.United Engineers & Constructor:. Inc. 
1401 Arch Street 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19105 
An Equlll Ormortunlty Employer 
mafe/lemi\le 
._. ffi!~!t !f101neers 
._.,. .. lh.tbA•d••rv Ol n•v•,eon Compeny 
We've got a future to share 
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Area stud·ents 
win local 
voting rights 
by John Griffiths 
In a suit (Hershkoff et al. v. Board of 
Registrars of Worcester! brought by Wor-
cester attorneys James Wallace, Mel L. 
Greenberg, and James Barnhill for the Civil 
Uberties Union, the Supreme Judicial Court 
ruled that students may register to vote in 
communities where they attend college even 
if they are: 
1. unemancipated from their parents. 
2. receive financial support from parents or 
live in a college dormitory. 
3. Intend to move from the community at a · 
later time. 
This decision, handed down last week and 
released by the CLU today, settles the issue 
conclusively as to domicile of students for 
voter registration purposes. "It seems to us, 
as it seemed to the Attorney General, that it 
11 a corollary of eighteen-year old voting that 
the young voter is to be independent for 
voting purposes and, therefore, must have 
capacity to choose his domicile for voting 
purposes, regardless of his emancipation for 
other purposes." 
The Supreme Judicial Court outlines 
sweeping new changes in the clarification of 
the status of student registration. The 
Justices, in their unanimous opinion, 
specifically stated that students "are tree to 
establish new homes in college dormitories." 
They went on to say "If they (students) 
choose to establish new homes at college, 
we do not think a showing of parental 
support or dormitory residence invalida\es 
the choice, at least tor voting purposes." 
The third issue put forth by the Worcester 
Board of Registrars in their defense of 
regularly denying student registration was 
that to establish a legal domicile. students 
must intend to remain in the city indefinitely. 
The Court also quashed this argument by 
stating: "The requisite intention is to make 
the place one's home for the time at least. If 
young people have such an Intention, even if 
they intend to move later on, nevertheless 
they have their home in their chosen abode 
while they remain." 
The seventeen page decision offers ex-
plicit language that registration to vote is not 
a matter of discretion. The Court stated quite 
clearly that when a student of voting age 
declared that he-she Intended to make 
Worcester his- her home, the Court did not 
think the Registrars of Worcester were 
required to take an adversary position as to 
his-her intention solely because he-she 
was a student. 
The Supreme Court decision stemmed 
from a suit filed in Superior Court in Sep-
tember, 1972 by the Civil liberties Union. 
The plaintiffs in the case were Lanny J. 
Hershkoff and Geoffrey D. Steinberg, both 
Clark University students, and Richard 
Brontoli, then a junior at Worcester -
Polytechnic Institute. The students were not 
allowed to register to vote in Worcester in 
1972. The decision by the Worcester Board 
of Registrars was overturned by Superior 
Court Judge Samuel T. Tisdale. The City 
then appealed this loss to the Supreme 
Court. 
3. ... 
WN11- do '='ov wonv J 
.r~~t~ tin~ .f'V"'e4ri 
c~o,ce J o~ ~on-e 
a.t oJI ?? 
FIELD ENGINEERS 
l:11ll~ ('onH)or <'0f'11, lor o~tr lit )'t-al'!l • lt-adrr In 
b) drnlk ancl paf'umatk cM•t) Ina In abratl\t 
malf'rlal~ . ha• st\ rral challtllllal 011110rtuniUn for 
l't't'f'lll 11rada.atn Ia mf'tbanlfal rntlnHrlnl or 
tn~&lntrrlnl IKhnoiOII' . 
Graduate degree 
opportunities 
An opportunity to earn a master's degree 
or a certificate of advanced graduate study in 
certain curricula not offered at a New 
England resident's own state colleges or 
public four-year colleges. Each of the par· 
ticipating institutions offers, for regional 
enrollment under this Program, a wide 
variety of study program majors, and con-
centrations or specialization areas which are 
distinctive at each school. 
Residents of the New England states, who 
live outside of the state in which the situation 
they wish to attend is located will, if admitted 
for enrollment in any one of these regional 
curricula, be charged only the regular 
resident tuition or instructional charge of the 
institution in which they enroll. 
. New England residents applying for 
enrollment under this Program at tttese 
institutions will be accorded priority con-
sideratlon In admission, I.e., first priority will 
be given to residents of the state In which the 
institution is located; second priority will be 
given to the residents of other New England 
states. 
WHO IS ELIGIBLE 
Any bona fide resident of the New England 
states to whom the listed courses are offered 
is eligible to apply for enrollment at the 
spcifted institutions offering curricula to the 
residents of his state. Academic eligibility will 
be determined by each institlrtion. • 
HOW TO APPLY 
For application forms, catalogs, and other 
institutional Information, 8tudenta should 
apply to the Director of Admiaiona at tha 
institutions concerned. 
Students and others wishing more details 
about this Program can contact their college 
counselors. the admissions officers or 
graduate schools at the participating In-
stitutions, or the Board at its office at 40 
Grove Street, Wellesley, Massachusetts 
02181. Catalogs are alao · available In the 
Newspeak office - Riley first floor. 
Undergraduate science 
and engineering 
fellowships available 
The fellowships are at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, for research 
studies in the polymer (plastics) field. The 
deadline tor application receipt is February 
28, 1975. Fellowships will be awarded by 
April 1, 1975. Funds will be awsrdt~d for 
studies conducted during the summer 
vacation of 1975 or on a part-tif71(J basis 
during the school year. 
Application Requirements 
for$1,000 Fellowships 
1 Applying students should be in the 
upper division in a school of engineering or in 
a department of chemistry, physics or 
mathematics. 
2. An agreement need be reached between 
the applying student and a UMass. faculty 
member in Ploymer Science and Engineering 
IPSE). Students are encouraged to talk with 
as many PSE professors as PQSSible in order 
to find the most rew•dng .-ch project. 
Please call or visit our ..,_,mental office ao 
that we may INke lppOintments with 
professors tor you. Conl8cU mey be made 
through Roger S. Ponar, Heed, Polymer 
Science and Eugli-"18. Room 701 E, 
Graduate Research Center, Tower 1, 
University of Ma ... chuMtta, Amherst, 
Massachusetts, 01002. «by calHng us, 413-
546-0433. 
3. A short abstract of 100-200 words of the 
projected research and a ,_.,..,. for the 
student should be pr~ to the Head of 
PSE by the deadline datil of February 28, 
1975. The retsume should Include the name, 
address, major, year, u~ or college, 
and grade point average, • ... • additional 
information you think I'I18Y a. of help to the 
Award Committee. The 8plllcedon material 
mav b'!l handwritten or typed. 
MIIEII PIYSICS FILl SCIEIILE 
Location: all the films will be shown In the Olin Hall lecture rOOM, Ott 117. 
Time: all the films will be shown at 7:00p.m., and may be glveft a Ulfl aal-..-.s 
at other times which Will be announced. 
Date Title 
Monday, Feb. 10-The Ru1h8f'tord Atom 
Monday, Feb. 17- The Stern-Gerlach Experiment 
Monday, Feb. 24- Frames of Reference 
Time Dilation 
Wednesday, Feb. 26- The VIolent Univene (first showing) 
7 :00·1:30, 1~ minute lntermiaslon, 1:4S-f:45 
Thursday, Feb. 27- The Violent Universe (second showing) 
4:00-5:30, Dinner-Hour: Intermission, 7:-..:M 
Monday, Mar. 3-The Ultimate Speed 
Monday, Mar. 10- Positron-Electron Annthilation 
R--TJ .. ,
Ml.-s 
• 26 
21 
J6 
150 
150 
31 
21 
THE RUTHERFORD ATOM, Monday, Feb. 10, Olin 107,12:00 onct 7 ·"41ntlfl. 
Or. Robert I Hulslztr <University of Illinois) explair .. ...S Ulustr.tes with ap 
paratus and models the alpha particle scattering experiment of Rutherford (1911, with · 
Geiger and Marsden) which led to the planf!tarv model of the atum, setting the stage for 
the quantum leap of Niels Bohr 
ENGINEERS 
Htcomt acquaint~ with MJr I'QIIIPmt'nl end 8Ytlemt •• 
• t ' l'ld Enllnrtr au.,.l"\l•lnl ln•UIIIallon, ~tart-up and 
•tnlrlnl of ht-a")' I'QUipmrnl In ,.,.,,, plants and In·~ 
d11strlal facllltlffo . TltC'St po~~kloa" pro•ldr IOilkll 
nf'nllta of pr-.JJ't'Uion ... S.Jft f:nalnHriJII, O...lp ud 
J•roJttt t:•uthiHrlnc,.llklo ml)' lit' ellnla-Hllo )4MI . 
Chemical .•. Mechanical ... Industrial. .. Metallurgical ••• Ceramic ••• 
l'ntillon• •"•lleblr In n•tral •rn• of lllf l nlle4 statn 
and arnrralb ri'Qulrr c-on•illf't'llblt tra•rl. 
Wf' provldt' tkCf'llrnl ula.ry and frlnlt btnrnts lneludlnl 
~n•l<lll. profit sharlnl end cnh IHmuvs. 
To lnquirf', plnH n'Pl} to: 
Mr. ltuetter 
UNITED CONVEYOR CORP. 
300 Wilmol Road 
Deerfield, Illinois 60015 
N L INDUSTRIES OFFERS NOT JUST A lOB ••• 
BUT A FUTURE. 
N L Industries is a diversified, multl-
l'latlonal manufacturer with sales in ex-
cess of 1 billion dollars. 
Our product emphasis is in chemi-
cals metals, die castings, p igments. 
bearings, plastics. and nuclear and oil 
well materials and services ... de-
signed, manufactured, and marketed 
by 29,000 employees in our more than 
200 plants, offices. and laboratories 
throughout the world. 
OUR CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATE: 
Our openings are for results-
oriented engineers interested In ad-
vancement to managerial positions. If 
your interest is in production, design, 
sales. plant engineering. or ~esearch 
and development, N L Industries wants 
to discuss a job with a future with you. 
Let's meet on campus N!'~ 
to discuss the career op- -<ij-' 
portunities for you with 
N L Industries. INDUSTRIES 
FEBRUARY 7 All Equal OpportuOIIy Employer. 
Male/Femate. 
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Wintersession at Katahdin 
W inter moun~neering was one of the 
activities offered during lnt81"1eaion, In the 
form of an lrwtruc:tionltl WOI'bhop, a three 
day expedition to New Hampahite and a two 
week expedition to Mainee's Ng"-1 peak, 
Mt. Katahdin. This attempt to learn ad-
vanced Alpine climbing was the way six of ua 
spent lht81"1ealion. If you attended tn-
t~ I hope your cou,... were u 
ft. and a 16 mile round trip. It waa a fine day 
with light winds end we reached the aummit, 
with its magnificent views of the northwest 
slopea of Katahdln at 2 p.m. After a long day 
we wearily arrived back at camp1 where 
Steve informed us that his toea had frozen 
the night before from a water bottle fuU of Ice 
that he tried to thaw with body heat. 
enjoyable • oura was. Although thll coul'll The second bate camp wes set up at 
may have been the lees1 academic, it miV Aoering Brook, elev. 1600 ft., after en eight 
have been the mo8t strenuous, which is one mile hike with eo lb. packs and a 200 lb. 
reason why It was so rewarding. • toboggan. We eatabfished Camp I at 
About 160 lba. of dry food wae purchaeed 
and repackaged the day before departure for 
Maine. Various delic:aciee auch u oatmeal, 
imitation eoybeen meet, eo peclcages of 
Wytera and 50 lbs. of gorp 'Mife Included In 
the menu. 
Our first beee camp waa set up at 
NMOW&dnehunk in a lean-to. The next 
morning we awoke too late to attempt North 
Brother so ttwee of us, our Ieeder, Garret 
Cavanaugh, DaYid Fowler, and I atayed in 
camp to adjust equipment and "vegetable". 
Steve Tuckerman, Mike Rocheleau, and Jim 
Baer attempted Doubletop, but were delayed 
by severe tree blowdowns and turl,led back. 
The next momlng at 6:30 a.m. 'N8 climbed 
out of our down bags to be greeted by minus 
14 ~F. After the difficulties of ~k­
fast we st.ted for North Brother, elev. 4143 
High court forbids 
abortion punishments 
ICPSt - The Su~ Court has 
u llliWnoully affirmed a ruing egainst states 
attempting 1D punish phylldene who per-
form aboe1iof& 
The ~in queldan involved a LQulaiana 
doctor whose medical llcenae waa 
threatened for peifuiiili.lg en abortion In 
1989. The dodDr tlld auit in federal court to 
block proeeedl91 ..,_ him, and the state 
of louisiana IPJIIIIJ t a tow. court decision 
in the doctor' a fiMif to the Supreme Court. 
At the ..,. 1irne, the Court refused a 
requMt 110 peimit P.nneyfvwlia to enforce an. 
anti-abordon law while a legal challenge 
agairwt it ia an 1 r'ad through the court 
system. • 
That law would have reltricted abortions 
by requiring the consent of either the 
husband or .,.enta of a woman wishing to 
get an abortion, and by prohibiting public 
funda from being ueed to perform any 
abortions. 
Chimney Pond, ellv. 3,000 ft. The three mile 
climb to Camp I required 70 to 80 lb. packs. 
This was my worst day becaute I was 8k:k 
and had trouble breathing. We nicknamed 
this alckneu "The Mung", which four of us 
eoffered from, although Dave and Stew did 
not suffw until they were out of the influence 
of Pamola. 
On the 11th the temperature was 42 
degrees- F and it was raining. The willow 
wand fairy granted Garret only one wish 
since he was on time-sharing. His wish came 
true, as the group from UVM had left half a 
botUe of Wild Turkey, quite an appropriate 
drink for techles who are going crazy from 
eight days in backwoods Maine. 
Sunday we climbed Baxter, elev. 5287 ft., 
and Hamlin elev. 4751 ft., by the saddle 
route. The wind was too strong to attempt 
the impreseivei Knife Edge. The views were 
extensive as we descended the sharp Hamlin 
ridge. 
Three days later 'N8 each bought .two 
dinners at Lums In Bangor and tried to act 
civilized. 
An update on D.C. 
drug decision - · 
Smokera beMre. On Nov. 29, U. S. At-
torney Silbert reversed his deciaion to ,. 
longer flle court charges against pereone 
arrested In Washington, D. C. with five or 
fewer joints and up to a gram of marijuana In 
any other form. His reversal Ia a result of 
opposition by the metropolitan police and 
others who considered this an unworbble 
policy. If a policeman ignores a criminal act 
then he is In violation of the law himself. The 
correct way to rectify thla situation ia to 
change the law not ignore lt. 
Edward T. Griffin 
Washington Project Center 
December 19, 1974 
'Quote of the week' 
"This reminds me of the 
Channel 2 auction. " 
' 
Linda Courville '78 
daring registration 
iD :; ....... -co last week 
Caps and Gowns 
The members of the Senior Class have voted to 
wear caps and gowns for Commencement. As soon fJS 
more Information concerning Commencement is 
available, it will be published in Newspeak. 
Patricia Graham 
TYPING FOR STUDENTS 
- papers, manuscripts, etc . . 
FEE IS NEGOTIABLE 
Call 754-5901, 
evenings after 6:00 p.m. except Wednesday a~ Thursday. 
What's Happening? 
Tuesdey, Feb. 4 • 
CiMm~~tech The learning Proceu, " Young Tor1ea," Alden, 7:30p.m. 
Feb. 4th and 6th 
" The Stranger·:. 6:16 and 8:00p.m. at the Worcater Art Museum. 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 
Wreltting, WPI va. U. Maaa; J.V. 6 p.m., Varsity 7:30p.m . 
" Wutherlng Heights" at Clark, time to be announced. 
Thursday, Feb. 6 · 
Fine AltS CommittH, Ed and Lorraine Warren, " Witchcraft and Demonology," Higgins 
House, 8 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 7 
Coffeehouse, Bump and Boogie with " Truck". 8 p.ro. 
Saturday, Feb. B 
Basketball, WPI vs. Bentley, J.V., 6 p.m. Varaity8 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 9 
lnditm Movie, Alden, 3 p.m. 
Tuesday, Feb. 11 
Basketball, WPI vs. Trinity, J.V., 6 p.m. Varaity 8 p.m. 
Wrestling, WPI vs. U. Conn-MIT, home, 1 p.m. 
Faculty r:nember suspended for breast feeding 
(CPS) - A woman faculty member at a 
small California college haa been suspended 
tor breast feeding her baby on campus. 
The furor started last year when Rosanne 
Holiday began bringing her 2-month-old 
daughter to campus while she taught clasaea 
at Southwestern College in Chula VIsta. She 
employed students to babysit while she was 
actually teaching, and between eta .... she 
nuraed the child in a women's faculty lounge. 
Official• objected on the grounds that the 
college was liable for any accidenta that 
might happen to or be caused by the child 
while on campu1. So Mrs. Holiday took out 
Insurance to eliminate the college's liability, 
and meanwhile openly told her classes that 
breast feeding was a beautiful experience. 
The Board of Trustees then acted to 
prevent a "decline In school efficiency 
because secretarial, clerks, and cleaning 
women might desert their dutiea to breast 
feed their children" if the Holiday precedent 
was permitted. It passed a regulation ban-
ning the presence of faculty children on 
campus during class houra. 
Mrs. Holiday was not about to give In, but 
was forced to nurse her child in the rest room 
of a nearby tilling station. She was caught 
anyway and suspended for violating the new 
rule. 
" I thought It was preposterous for me to 
have to run to a service station to see my 
child when there were so many unsupervised 
children of students on campus, " Holiday 
said. 
Following her suspension, a student-
teacher poll showed that 92 per cent of thoae 
surveyed had no objection to faculty children 
being on campus. 
A hearing on the suspension will be held 
soon, and Mrs. Holiday hu promised a court 
fight if she is not relnstated.Both the 
American Federation of Teachers and the 
National Organization for Women have 
become involved in the caae. 
·GRADUAnNG 
ENGINEERS 
Clai rol is seeking engineers in all d isciplin es for pos1t1ons in 
oper~tions managemen t I f you are interested in a career which 
offers c ha llange, responsibi l ity and outstanding growth oppor · 
tunitv. then m eet w ith our representative 
on __ ~F~E~BR~U~A_R_Y __ 6____ __ 
at BOYHTOH HALL 
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Summer employment in Europe 
Job opportunities in Europe this sum· 
mer .. Work this summer in the forests of 
Germany, on construction in Austria, on 
farms in Germany, Sweden and Denmark, In 
Industries in France and Germany, in hotels 
tn Switzerland. 
Well there are these jobs available as well 
as jobs in Ireland. England, France, Italy and 
Holland are open by the consent of the 
governments of these countries to American 
university students coming to Europe the 
next summer. 
For several years students made their way 
across the Atlantic through A.E.S. Service to 
taka part in the actual life of the people of 
Cultural 
events 
these countries. The success of this project 
has caused a great deal of enthusiastic in-
tarest and support both In America and 
Europe. Every year, the program has been 
expanded to include many more students 
and jobs. Already, many students have made 
application for next summer jobs. American· 
European Student Service (on a non· 
profitable basis) is offering these jobs to 
students for Germany, Scandinavia, 
England, Austria, Switzerland, France, Italy 
and Spain. The jobs consist of forestry work, 
child care work (females only), farm work, 
hotel work (limited number available), 
construction work, and some other more 
this week: 
Tuesday, Feb. 4- Film. Young Torless, Alden Auditorium, WPI, 7:30p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 6 - ThHtre. Two one-act playa, (to be announced), N. England Rep. Theatre, 
Warner Theatre, Worceater Academy, 8 p.m. $2, $1 over66, through 2-9, also 2·15, 2·16. Info. 
can 798-8686. 
ConcMt. Marlo lCUdero, flamenco guitarist, H~JQan Ballroom, Holy Cross, 8 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 7 - Exhibit. Four painters and a Sculptor: Bishop, Cunlbertl, Hodes, Kornbluth, 
Phillips. Sales and Rental Gallery, An Muaeum (through March). 
Sunday, Feb. 9 - Film. Jean-Augusta Dominique lngres by Sir Kenneth Clark. Art Museum, 8 
p.m. 
Tuesday, Feb. 11 - Film. Libeled Lady, Art Museum, 2:30 and 8 p.m. 
qualified jobs requiring more specialized 
training. 
The purpose of this program is to afford 
the student an opportunity to get into real 
livmg contact with the people end customs 
of Europe. In this way, a concrete effon can 
be made to learn something of the culture of 
Europe. In retum for his or her work, the 
student will receive his or her room and 
board, plus a wage. However, student should 
keep m mind that they will be working on the 
European economy and wages will naturally 
be scaled accordingly. The working con· 
ditions (hours, safetY, regulations, legal 
orote<:tion. work permits) will be strictly 
controlled by the labor ministries of the 
countries involved. 
In most cases, the employers have 
requested especially for American studenta. 
Hence, they are particularly interested in the 
student and want to make the work as In· 
teresting as possible. 
They are all informed of the intent of the 
program, and will help the student all they 
can in deriving the most from his trip to 
Europe. 
Please write for further Information and 
application forms to: American-European 
Student·Service, Box 34733, FL 9490 Vaduz, 
Liechtenstein (Europe). 
Summer host families 
needed for French 
students vacations 
by Albert W. 8188U 
" AVEL". the non-profit enterprise that 
places English-speaking, French stuc!::mta In 
the Family Circle, is announcing its 1975 July 
vacation program. Host families are needed 
to accommodate 500 French students 
throughout New England when they arrive 
on or about July 10th, 1975 for a 4-week 
vacation. 
The cultural advantages of this program 
are enriching to both student and members 
of the host family. All American families are 
eligible in this program regardless of the 
make-up of their family. It is not neceuary 
that you have a member of your family the 
same age as the student, providing you have 
friends, neighbors or relatives to fill the void. 
French parents supply their students with 
pocket money and bear the full cost of 
transportation and insurance. 
The French students have h8d 4 to 7 years 
of English language st~dy and range In age 
from 14 to 21. "AVEL" was founded In 1957 
by the Professors Bernard Aubert and Julien 
Ermisse who still hued the organization 
'Nhich is headquartered in Tours, France. 
From 1957 to this date, "AVEL" places 
students in Ireland. Scotland and England. 
The program was extended to the United 
States six years ago with students who 
preferred the United States to the British 
Isles; so let us crown their choice by opening 
wide our doors to them ... they are 600 strong I 
The American host parents have complete 
aU1hority over the French students and 
accept them as full members of their family 
and the French parents would want it no 
other way. 
For further details about this program, you 
may contact the New England Area Director, 
Albert W . Bleau, Tel: 922·8761, Area Code 
617, Box 328, Beverly, Maa. 01916. 
Avel is an independent, international, non· 
profit student placement organization and Ia 
not connected with any other orgenizationlll 
" A vel" Area Representative: Mr. David 
Phelan, 508 Farm Rd., Marlboro, Mua. 
01752. Tel: 481-6616. 
E Planned Parenthood adds toll-free number 
IVe 
The Planned Parenthood League of 
Maaaachusetta (PPLM) haa recently ex· 
tended its Counseling and Referral Program 
to serve people throughout Massachusetts. 
The service has been available in the Boston 
•ea for 18 years and, in the past few years, 
has helped approximately 12,000 people a 
Mr with fertility related questions. The 
llrvice has now been expanded through the 
Introduction of a statewide toll-free 
lllephone number, 1-800-342-3928. 
The statewide expat1slon of PPLM's 
COUnseling and referral activities is expected 
to help combat the alarming number of 
unwanted pregnancies among young people. 
Addrnonally, through a statewide publicity 
Clmpaign, it will make birth-planning in· 
formation more accessible In rural and low-
~ncome areas. where fertility rates have 
traditionally been highest. 
At the present time, there is an acute need 
for educational and informational programs 
to supplement the services offered in existing 
medical facilities. A recent study in New York . 
City found that many unwanted pregnancies 
among young people are caused by a lack of 
contraceptive knowledge or a lack of ·In-
formation about the availability of con· 
traceptlves. It is Ironic, therefore, that during 
an economic recession, many birth-planning 
agencies will retrench their counseling and 
educational capability. PPLM is ready to fill 
that need in Masaachusetts. 
PPLM is dedicated to informing every 
fertile Commonwealth resident about the 
availability of birth·plannlng services. With 
Classifieds: 
FOR SALE: A beautlful12-strlng guitar, only FOR SALE: Mounted Snow Tires. Two 60().. 
2 years old and in excellent condition. A 613-14, $25. Two studded H7B·15, $45. 
eound investment at $75. Call 752 1740 and Phone 763-3175 for details. 
lilt for John. 
FOR SALE: 3 High Performance Mopers: 1) 
426 Hemi rebuilt, zero miles. 2) 383, rebuilt, 
zero miles. 3) 383, rebuilt. 4000 mles. For 
more Information, please contact box 1945 or 
Stoddard C1 16 and ask for Tom Murtha. 
ANYONE in intersesslon ABC 509 who is 
m&ssing anything, call John at 766-9403. 
R SALE: 4 excellent Radial Tires (summer· 
nter). Like New. Size 165 SR 15 (replaces 
.~15). Also, a Honeywell Pentax Spot· 
tic Camera with F 1 .4·50 mm lena and 
essones. Any reasonable \)tfers accepted. 
eave name and phone number for Prof. 
son with Humanities Dept., Secretary, 
(ext. 246.). 
NEED A RIDE to Stanford, Ct., Feb. 7th and 
am willing to share el<l>enses. Contact Box 
274 or 798-0837 (F-19) and ask for Dave. 
FOR SALE: RSC Cassette Car Stereo with 
locking slide mount. Never used, with 
guarantee, $55. 1975 Motor's Auto Repair 
Manual, $13, new, only $8. Call Bob at 753· 
3484, Stoddard A302. Box 2346. • 
TO THE THREE SWEETIES who stole the 
tips out of the cup on the bar last Thuesday 
night - may your beer go flatll 
THANKS, to Ed. Dav~ a.,d Marklll 
over 4 billion people on this planet and a 
limited supply of natural resources, PPLM 
feels that each individual's child-bearing 
decisions are crucial to his or her own, end to 
societY's physical, emotional and mental 
health. Its goal is to assist people in reaching 
an informed decision on when and if to have 
a child, thereby helping to ensure that every 
child will be a wanted child. 
PPLM's Counseling and Referral Program 
is supervised by a Registered Nurse, with the 
assistance of PPLM's Director of Training 
who holds an MSW degree. Calls are an· 
swered by thirty trained volunteer counselors 
who respond to clients' questions on topics 
such as contraceptives, sterilization, VD, 
abortion, sexuality and adoption. Their role is 
that of a sympathetic, non-judgemental 
listener who can inform and advise as well as 
Muslclllnslntentsted In folning the 
WPI ,.., Band, Brass Choir, or Wind 
Ensemble ""Y contact Brvce Keith, 
WPI, P.O~ Box No. 2517 for rehearsal 
schedules and further Information. 
The WPI Student Exchange~ 
Committee is holding an open 
meeting for all students In-
terested in studying In London in 
the fall of 1975 and the spring of 
1976. The meeting will be in the 
Libr~ry Seminnr Room, 
Tuesday, Feb. 4 from 4:00 to 
5:00 p.m. All students and 
faculty who either have been in 
the exchange or contemplah 
going are invited to •ttend. 
make referrals to appropriate resources 
convenient to the caller. 
PPLM is a non-profit social service agency 
and the state ~tffiftate of Planned Paren· 
thood·World Population. In addition to the 
Counseling and Referral' program, it operates 
educational programs reaching over 12,000 
people a year. 
POOL SCHEDULE 
January 28, 1975-
March 19, 1975 
Monday • Friday 
11:30 a .m .. 12:30 noon 
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday - FAMILY SWIM 
9:30a.m. - 11 :30 a.m. 
c;.-turday and Sunday 
OPEN SWIM 
1 :00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
N.B. Pool will NOT be 
open at the followine times: 
Sat., Feb. 1 
Fri., Feb. 14 
Thurs., Feb. 20 
Fri., Feb. 21 
Sun., Feb. 23 
Wed., Feb. 26 
Fri., Mar. 14 
Sun., Mar. 16 
ll :OOa.m. ON 
7:00 p.M.-f :lO p. m. 
7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m . 
7:00 p.m .-9:30p.m. 
ALLDAY 
7:00p.m.-t :30 p.m . 
7:00 p.m .-9:30 p.m. 
ALLDAY 
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Legalized marijuana? 
Brent Stein, a 31 -year old Texan who 
writes for an underground newspaper, will 
soon begin serving a 10 year prison sentence 
for possessing 1-18. ounce of marijuana. In 
anott'!er case, a young man from a small 
Massachusetts town was stopped by pollee 
late one night because the tleadlamp on his 
car had bumed out The pollee had soon 
opened the trunk of his car, end finding 1-8 
ounce of marijuana teeds, arrested him for 
poaesaion of marijuana. 
The penalties may not be the same in 
Texas n they are in Mssaachueettl, but the 
fact remains that many people are arrested 
evety day for poasas1ion of marijuana. In 
Mauac:huaetta, shout 150 people go to court 
every week on pot charges. "lthough the 
uaual sentence Is 6 montht probatloh rather 
than the jell threat of the pat, acuffle with 
the criminal lew can be 1 very unpleasant and 
costly experience. And although merijuan. 
convictions are customarily "seated" in 
M-chuletta about 6 monthl, an IIT8It 
record will stay with the individual for the 
rest of his or her life. 
The National Organlz.ation for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws (NORMLI, a Washington, 
O.C. based public Interest lobby, Ia trying to 
do something to change the marijuana laws. 
NORML has succeeded In helping to 
decriminalize marijuana In Oregon and Ia 
hard at work in many other states. In Texas, 
NORML !<:'bbied to change the harshest 
penalty in the country, life imprisonment for 
possession of any amount, to a penalty of 6 
months. NORML provides nationally-known 
experts at legislative hearings on marijuana, 
and has assisted hundreds of people who 
were arrested to find competent legal 
counsel. Several law suibl challenging the 
constitutionality of marijuana laws have been 
filed fedenllly and on the state level. 
The Massachutetts NORML office has 
been very active In the put two years lob-
bying billa in the Mauechutetts legiltature. 
These billa Include legl*tlon to totally 
remove penaltlet for poeeeaion a well •• a 
bill to substitute a ctvtl fine for posl8l8lon " 
Oregon h" done. Volunteer ttudent lob-
byists are uted to help In this effort. 
NORML sopporta ltMff prim~rily by 
memberahlp du• and contributions. Stete 
efforts are funded by telling bumperttlckers, 
P!n, T -shirts. etc. • well a renting of the 
1937 film, RHfer MMJneu, to college 
organlzationt. Thlt year, NORML will be 
selling Chriltmat cards too. Information on 
NORML n well " NORML productt and 
Reefer M1dneu Ia available to anyone 
writing NORML, 3 Joy Street, Boston 02108 
MA or by telephoning 617-227-7678. 
Peace in the mid-east 
The Clerk University Committee for Peace 
in the Middle East (CUCPME~ will present a 
"Symposium on the Middle e..t'' under the 
auspicles of the American ProfMeOt'l for 
Peace In the Middle Eatt (APPME), on 
Sunday, February 9, 1976 at Clark University, 
Worcester, Mauachusetts. 
Following the morning M88ion, lunch will 
be provided and Congreaman· Robert F. 
Drinan, MaaachuMtta 4th Congreaelonal 
District will add,.... the participants Ol\ the 
U.S. Foreign Policy In the Middle East. 
The clay long program, which will com-
mence with regittration at 9:30 a.m. in the 
Academic Center, will be devoted to the 
political and economic situation In the Middle 
East. 
Or. Harriette Chandler, lecturer In 
Government at Clark University evening 
college will act • symposium chairperson. 
The morning session, entitled "The 
Political and Military Implication• of the 
Middle East", will be chaired by Or. Edward 
J. Duff, S.J., Professor of Political Science, 
Holy Cr011 College. Papers will be presented 
by Dr. Roy Feldman, ~te Profesaor of 
Political Science at M.l.T., and Dr. Steven 
Rosen, Assistant Profeaor of Politics at 
Brandeis University. 
The afternoon aealon chaired by Dr. Ann 
Schultz, visiting Profeuor of Government 
and International Relations, Clark University, 
will deal with "The Politic. of Oil and 
Money". Speakers will be Dr. Richard L 
Gordon, Professor of Mineral Economic. at 
Pennsytvania State University, and Dr. Oded 
Remba, Professor of Economics at Staten 
Island Community College (CUNY), Dr. 
Roger Van Tuael, Prof~ of Economics 
and Department Chairman at Clark 
University will serve as dlscu888nt. A 
question and answer period will follow both 
sessions. 
There will be a registration fee of one 
dollar ($1), and we would appreciate your 
cooperation in submitting the advanced 
registration form found below as soon as 
possible. 
With the addition of 20-30 Freshmen women, 
housing is a problem. There will be an Open Forum 
Wednesday in the Wedg~ at 7:00, to voice the opinion of 
women on Campus as to where they want· to live. 
All women please attend. 
EUROPE 
BOUND 
IN ·1s? 
' 
wouldn't )IOU rather come with us? 
~..:!.r:~. ·w·.:.oo;.~:.~:::~u ~:::."", tln .!:~"!bo..!":Am 
Tbla , .. r • J - t """k tlekn to London Ia $SI2.s 2- ) 
w .. k•r SS97. And Ito 176?. tor ovor ala wook o froa ~·" 
Yon. (That's """' tho alrlln .. _, now. l.la~ , .. ,. tho,.. 
"""" two unroruo< lnoruaoal) 
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h NnMio your ~·•t """ hy ••ndlnp; S lOO. ~•pooh , plu.; 110. 
,..al&t,..t.lon t••· UMor ncont\y n- U. S . Oon"' .. "' rop;-
ululo• w..,. t aubOIH oil r11111r. p41rtlclJ>Uta ,.. .. , on•! 
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.. ,....,. yowr •••• aftd April H you .,.nd tt>• Ul)q. balon~ ... 
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~rv!~of.0~,!,''._c~~:~"~:~:~~l;;r C:::~!0or o~~": ~ to:;~~-
,1 .. J•rture fro• ru,.. tltf'tutn:ert•,.t,er. '" t c\'eelfy thf •-•~ 
'fftU v-. t Itt 'rev" I tfMI (&It hoW tOhr,;. lOU w1i rf'C'I:It'ft"t )I( 11r 
•••(''-- dat.• tunr ,,..,~, lcH'i•r'~tr-c- ... lJl "'I r-et.vrr •ll. All QHr 
f\lrnt a a"vl• Hill)' ~t~ rtitt"'a1.•u, \J. !i. Q."""" ~t•uL &Jl. in•••r·l 
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parun"ft' l .. ott •n .. ,~~t\ , , 1 e~rr "'·• ,..,.utar fliM. 
Charter flying is 
the biggest bargain 
in air travel today 
Guten tag! 
The non ·credit course in conversational 
German will be given again from Feb. 12 -
May 21. It consists of 26 lessons, each 
centered around a film prepared by the 
Goethe Institute in Germany. It It especially 
designed for beginnets who have never had 
any German, but should also be very useful 
as a review for those who have the con-
ventional grammar oriented high school 
courses. The empha.is Is on everyday 
conversation, the sort of thing one needs to 
know when traveling through Gelman 
speaking countries as a touritt. 1 ttudent, or 
on a business trip. 
The course is offered three times per week 
on Monday, Wadneaday and Friday from 
12:00 • 1~:60. About 6-8 hours work outside 
the classroom should probably be adequate 
depending on the etudenia background. the 
cost of the course ia $30 for all members of 
the WPI community. This includes the text 
book and ca..,ne tapea. Claas size will be 
limited to 20 participants. · 
The deadline for application is Friday, 
February 7. All applicsnta wiU be notified 
whether or not they have been accepted. 
Any inquiries with regard to this course 
should be directed to Profeeaor Egglmann, 
Atwater Kent 206 (Extention 3621. 
Application for Guten Tag 
German Program 
GR 
Student ( ) SE ( ) 
JU 
( ) 
so 
( ) 
FR 
( ) 
NAME __________________________ _ 
DATE __________ Faculty ( ) 
ADDRESS: Other ( ) 
TO: Professor Eggimann, Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Student Box Nurt:lber 
Fighting 
artichokes 
The students of Scottsdale Community 
College in Arizona wanted to de-emphaal.ze 
high·powered college athletics at their 
school, so they chose to adopt as their 
symbol the artichoke. They didn't ttop there, 
They also picked pink and white for their 
school colors. 
Naturally this did not sit to well with the 
school's administration or with the county 
Board of Supervisors. They were advocating 
the name " Drovers" and the clualc colors of 
blue and white. However, after two student 
referendums went overwhehlmingly for the 
" Artichokes" the Board began to give In the 
first stopped granting all athletic scholar-
ship&. 
Finally the administration of the school 
officially recognized the artichoke as the 
school symbol after tremendous pr881Ure 
from the students, certain members of the 
faculty and the community. 
The student body President said that It 
·was the only way to bring to the attention of 
certain individuals the exceasive watte and 
• mismanagement going on in their Athletic 
Dept. and their unhapplneu with the affairs 
and actions of the NCAA. 
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Engineers lose eighth straight 
byGro~no 
WPI's basketball forces, after winning 
their first 3 games, have dropped their last 8 
straight against some of the best competition 
in New England College B·ball. Two pre-
Chirstmas defeats at the hands of Union 64-
53 and Springfield 70-66 stemrned from a 
general ineptness by WPI in the second half. 
WPI learned the meaning of the word 
"defense" from Union, who has lost only 
one starter from a team that won over 20 
games last year. 
WPI took a 33-27 lead at intermission 
mostly on the shooting of co-captains Jim 
Aceto and Kevin Mischler. A tenacious 
second half defense by the Dutchmen forced 
the WPI Engineers to take many bad shots 
and limited them to 7 field goals. Unions' 
defense togetNir.with some cold shooting by 
WPI allowed Union to take a seven pt. lead 
which the Engineers could not overcome. 
Likewise it took a strong second half 
before SprinQfleld, Who has been in some 
close games with the likes of Bentley, 
Harvard, UNH and Northeastern, pulled 
away from the Engineers. After a close first 
half, WPI appeared to be going to take the 
highly favored Chiefs down to the wire. But 
when Pete Krupinsky was forced to exit vyith 
four fouls with 18:26 still to go the 
Springfield Bigmen began to put tM game 
away. 
WPI ended a long holiday layoff with a 
losing effort 99-72 on an extremely foggy 
night in Amherst. The layoff evidently hurt 
the Engineers for they played most of the 
games like they were in a fog similar to the 
one outside the Gymnasium. Jim Rehnquist 
of Amherst was just too much for the 
Engineers as he scored 34 pta. and helped 
the lord Jeff's build a 20 pt. lead in the 3rd 
quarter that WPI could not overcome. This 
game marked the debut of Soph. Rick 
Wheeler of North ..SrDOkfleld. Wheeler, a 
transfer from ColbY 'lltliwed some promise 
while scoring aen ~ntl. 
WPI's fourth loss in a row came at the 
hands of AIC 93-75. AIC, once the class of 
New England College Division Basketball, 
had too many leaders for the overmatched 
Engineers. The Yellowjackets rode to a 49-40 
half-time advantage on some eo per cent 
lhooting, most of which were easy baskets 
coming on fast breaks. AIC seemed headed 
for a rout but with 5 min. left to play WPI 
dosed the gap to 6, 75-69. Three straight 
turnovers by the Engineers enabled AIC to 
score 8 _unanswered pts. and put the game 
oot of reach. Peter Krupinsky played 
I.M. 
brilliantly against the taller Y ellowjacketa, 
scoring 25 pts. and gathering 9 rebounds. 
WPI went on a northern swing the 
weekend before claaes resumed, loosing ffl· 
76 to Colby Fri. night and 82-74 to Batea on 
Sat. WPI played both gamea without the 
services of Ron Laliberty and Ed Hake who 
were out with ankle Injuries. 
In a tough afternoon loss to Bates the 
Engineers overcame a 44-29 half time deficit, 
to pull to within 3, 65-62 with 8:60 left to play. 
Rick Wheeler and Jim Brennan lead the rally 
scoring 16 and 18 pts. respectively. Foul 
trouble, however, kept WPI from over taking 
the Bobcats as Wheeler and Jim Aceto were 
Disqualified. WPI outscored Bates from the 
field 32-29 but lost the game at the free 
throw line where they hit on 10 of 14 while 
Bates converted 24 of 36. 
WPI missed the strong rebounding of Ron 
Laribenty a 6'3" senior against the physically 
stronger mules of Colby. Down by only two 
at half-time to the twice beaten Colby team 
WPI was unable to contain the Colby Big 
Men Lean by 6'5", Brad Moore. Pete 
Krupinksy again kept the Engineers close 
most of the game scoring 14 pts. and 
grabbing 17 rebounds. 
Loss number seven was a 74-70 heart-
breaker to Lowell, Tech. Lowell used its 
rebounding to take control of the offensive 
boards and overcame a 61-57 WPI lead with 
5:45 left to play. Krupinsky and Wheeler lead 
the WPI scoring attack with 17 apiece and 
Laliberty pulled down 14 caroms. 
WPI's most recent loss came at the hands 
of the Jumbos of Tufts University. Tufts 
appeared to have the game well In hand 
taking a 15 pt. lead in the 3rd quarter behind 
the shooting of senior, Dennis Mink. WPI 
closed the margin to 7, 63-70, with 5:24 left 
on baskets by Jim Aceto, Peter Krupinsky 
and a pretty drive by Rick Wheeler. After a 
Tufts time out WPI missed two scoring 
chances. Two 3 pt. plays by the ever present 
Mink put an end to WPI's upset hopes. Final: 
93-n Tufts. 
With Bentley and Assumption still to come 
things don't look good for the Engineers. 
The J. V. Basketball team fared a little 
better than their varsity counterparts during 
the vacation winning 5 games while losing 
only one. Three sophomore~t Bob Stack, AI 
Barry and Tim McGuire and a freehman Dave 
Seriakas provided the scoring for the Junior 
Engineers. Soph. Paul Murphy and Frosh.1 
George Fredette handled the bulk of the 
rebounding. 
basketball 
by Kevin H11stings 
After four weeks of action It looks as 
though there will be close finishes in each of 
the three divisions. There are ten undefeated 
teams scattered throughout the leagues, 
With many teams having one loss. The 
SChedule has bee., set up so as to have the 
good teams p .... ., each other as late as 
J)OSSible in the season. As of this writing 
most of the undefeated teams have breezed 
through the early part of the season. 
For the individual leaders in each division it 
looks like this; Division A has PKT IAl with a 
record of 4-0, being challenged by SPE (1 ), 
also with four wins, and PSK (AJ, Division B 
have the CAVS 4-0, closely followed by LCA 
(A), with a 66-39 victory over the Squires 
giving themselves a 4-0 record, and SP(l)_ In 
division C there are four teams bunched 
together, HBPC, FIJI lA), BSU, and OHG. 
In this weeks action there are a couple of 
games that could break up the log jam at the 
top of each division. The good games look 
like the Cavs. vs. the Squires, ATO 11) va. SP 
(1 l, and SAE vs. the Celts. 
W.P.l wrestlers pin both opponents 
The WPI Wrestling team came up with 
two impressive victories Saturday in trl-
match with Holy Cross and Lowell State .• 
WPI crushed Holy Cross 42-7 and Lowell 
State 50-2. 
Both matches were V&fV exc1t10g to watch, 
having some of the finest wrestling by WPI 
this year. Some new faces in the varsity line-
up performed brilliantly. John Cozzens 11n1 
a freshmen won 1 and la.t 1. His last second 
reversal to win his match was one elf the 
many fine efforts turned in by WPI wrestlers 
Saturday afternoon. John Manglegll I 167) 
one pin and one tie and Bill Kelm I 160) 1 pin 
also turned in extremely ~ne efforts. 
' 
Greek style 
byGrog11no 
If one wandered into Harrington Gym-
nasium on It special Thursday night during 
lntersesslon, one might think he was at the 
market place in the middle of Athens Greece. 
The reason for this strange feeling would be 
the 10 girls dressed in old country styfe, 
European clothing and doing a lively Greek 
dance. 
If one glanced at the scoreboard however 
one could see that It was half-time at a 
basketball game and the home forces were 
losing 37-32. 
After the highly partisan crowd cheered 
approval of the dancers. two teams walked 
onto the court. One Immediately recognized 
the Engineers of Worcester Tech and some 
investigation proved the other team to be 
Deree College of Athens Greece. Deree Is an 
American College in Greece that is making a 
tour of the United States playing an eight 
game exhibition schedule. 
The second half turned out to be 
domlmtted by WPI. The Engineers who 
enjoyed a slight height advantage for once 
outrebounded Deree 53-34. The balanced 
WPI scoring attack of Mischler (20), 
Kruplnsky (16), Wheeler and Brennan 112 
each), and Aceto (11) was too much for 
Oeree, who were playing their second game 
in two nights, to contend with. 
by Bill Kelm 
The two meets were hlghligh'ed by a 
number of pins by the Engineers, Mike 
Beaudoin 11261 came up with an amazing 18 
sec. pin. Jim Gorman 1142), Bryce Granger 
11681 and Bob Winter 1190) pinned both 
opponents in their weight claues. Craig 
Arcari (heavyweight) put on a fine hold to 
overturn and pin his opponent from Lowell 
State. This ended up the day for WPI. 
The great effort Saturday booated the WPI 
Engineers record to ~. 
Mermen split 4 
byMriSpttz 
The swim team after exten.W. ln-
terMU!on workoutlla reedy to fece the ,.... 
of their winning 118810n. During thia time 
they handed Keene StMe end Ateumption 
sound defeet8 but were reminded this lart't 
Indiana by Coast Guard and U. Conn. 
Hot-shit awards for thia period go to Leo 
Letendre 11:34 1000 free, Bob Brown 11:08 
1000 free, Steve Custance 1:67.6 200 free 
and Ray Dunn 2:31 200 Bre.t. 
Honorable mention goea to Rich "I forgot 
the tootsie's" Aseltine, Paul "watch Leo 
stoop" Graffey, John "I love to swim" 
Deters. Rich "butterfly" D:dura, Ken "I'm 
sure tired of awimming" Fox, Barry "from 
behind" livingston, Bob "I quit" Nllea, 
George, "fliptum" O'Leor, Dave "ouch" 
Salomakl. Javod "high dive" Tehrani, and 
Bill "sorry I'm late ooech" Van HMWerde. 
Hopefully by next meet vac.ticnn Bob 
Godd and Scott Wil8on will be In the rolls. 
The team's next 3 meets are away agalnct 
Nichols, Trinity, and Northeastern with such 
psyche towards a winning 9-4\ season. No 
problem there. 
Foot••ll l•••a•r• 
Needed for next year - Gym 
credits available - Interested? 
Contad SIDNEY FORMAL 
Sigma Pi 
75~-1675 
757-9308 
or 
Box 785 
,'-._ ................ ... 
Sports shorts 
NCAA slouches towards women's athletics 
(CPS) - After a controversial false start 
the nation's most prominent student athletic 
association voted to consult with a women's 
athletic orgainzation before deciding to 
conduct pilot programs for national women's 
intercollegiate athletic champ!Qnships. 
The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association INCAA) had earlier opted to 
establish test programs on its own for 
women's championahlps In track and tennia 
for this spring, followed by pilot cha~ 
pionships for as many as ten other spom In 
the next four years. 
The change was seen as a minor victory 
for women's sports groups, because the 
earlier resolution failed to provide for con-
sultation or cooperation with women's 
athletic orgainzatlons, notably the 
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW). 
The action came during NCAA'• 69th 
annual convention in eelfy January in 
Washington, DC and waa prompted by 
complaints from the convention floor and 
stiff criticism by AIAW officials. 
Dr. Lee Morrison, IAWA president, ex-
pressed shock and disappointment when 
informed of the original NCAA proposal to 
press ahead alone with women's cham-
pionships. 
"We have been trying to work with NCAA 
to iron out some of the problems common to 
women's athletics.'' she said. "If this 
program tS intended to replace ones women 
have developed, I would be very concerned 
and upset." 
Buy your own 
(CPS) - Friend• of star athletes· will now 
have to buy tickets to the big game just like 
everyone else. 
At the annual convention of the National 
Collegiate Att-tletlc Association (NCAA) the 
body voted in favor of a ban on the 
clstributlon of complimentary tickets directly 
"I would say they are trying to Infringe 
upon opportunities women have provided for 
women," Morrilon said. 
The revised resolution celled for a joint 
AIAW-NCAA committee to ltUdy the laue 
of women's intercollegiate ..Uetlca and to 
report back In time for 1he 1978 NCAA 
convention. , 
The resolution tt.l calla for the NCAA 
Council, the ~tion's policy·making 
body, to suggest whether or not "it would be 
desirable or leg•lly neceluary" for the NCAA 
to conduct women's championships. The 
action bars any pilot por~·ram for this year. 
According to NCAA Executive Director 
Walter Byers the two sports usociations 
have been in close, though unfruitful contact 
on the aimmering lssu t of women' I 
championships already. Byers was quoted by 
Higher Education D11//y as saying the 
women's group did not seem to be interested 
in cooperating with the NCAA. 
In a move destined to further heighten 
tensions between the sports groups, the 
NCAA Council in its report to convention 
delegatea underlined what it felt was the 
value of having a single association control 
both men's and women's Intercollegiate 
atheltics. • 
"The only satisfactory approach ... to the 
necessary institutional control of all its In· 
tercolllgiate athletic programs," the council 
said, "is to place men's and women's 
programs under the same administration, the 
same legislative body and the same eligibility 
rules." 
to athletes. It was hoped that the ban would 
eliminate the widespread practice of athletes' 
re-lalting' them for a profit. 
Frank Broytea, head football coach at the 
University of Arkansas, who proposed the 
ban aaid it would do much to eliminate "the 
No. 1 abuse in college sports today." 
WPI withdraws West St. petition 
To the Worcester City Council: 
A copy of our official request to withdraw .the petition to close the section of West Stree~ 
through. the WPI campus is enclosed and we will formally present it at the January 21st Counctl 
•meeting. 
We have reluctantly made this decision bec.-•Jae of the numerous unrelated traffic changes 
taking place in the vicinity of the campus. 
The changes consist of major artery construction with attendant detours of long duration over 
quiet side streets. Local residents and merchants have been inconvenienced beyond reasonable limits of 
patience by these delays and detours. We sincerely sympathize with them. 
These changes prevent Worcester cititens and their elected r~presentatives from objectively 
evaluating the merits of this petition at this time. Our desire for a unified campus and our concern for the 
safety of our students and the motoring public continues unabated. 
Undoubtedly, some of the recently expressed opposition to closing West Street is a reaction to 
the frustration over these detours and the uncertainty of future traffic changes yet to come. Although 
these are completely unrelated to the trial closure of West Street, we con appreciate that our petition 
has become an obvious target at which to direct criticism and complaint. 
WPI's petition has been supported by the Commissioner of Public Works and the Council's 
Traffic Committee. The police and fire departments have reported no objections to closure. Signatures 
of scores of local citizens support our petition. 
. We are grateful to the City Council for their willingness to authorize a trial closure and later to 
extend it to permit a reasonable evaluation of the effect on local traffic patterns. In our opinion, the trial 
closure and three traffic studies proved that: 
1. This section of West Street is not vital to the smooth flOw of traffic in the area. 
2. No additional congestion was caused at Park Avenue and Salisbury Street. 
3. Traffic past local merchants at Highland and West Streets actually increased 11 per cent 
after closing. 
4. The accident rate at In-stitute and West Street was reduced sharply. 1 
5. The advantages of a unified campus have proved to be what we had hoped, reaffirming the 
merits of our long range goal. 
If this petition were to be decided solely on factual evidence, we believe that the case for 
permanent closure would be clear. 
We appreciate the many expressions of support for our petition. We have bQen pleased to note 
that even those who oppose our petition h~ve almost all expressed their respect for the college as a 
valuable community asset. 
We will refile. 
Sincerely, 
Thomas J. Denney, 
Vice President 
U niyersity Relations 
CD 
... 
( 
J 
Introducing . two new madmen and one use for 11the chimney" 
Douglas A. Knowles, Bruce D. Minsky - new editors-in ... chief 
(Wagner photo) 
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